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Source: National Weather ServiCe

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Mun-ay State Universit¥
News
W ith forces building up in
the Persian Gulf, a student
who lived in Kuwait and
fought to liberate his country reflects on recent occurrences overseas.

MSU student dies in wreck
•Accident: Derrick Alan
Blankenship, a freshman
from Paris, Tenn., died in
a car wreck Monday.
others
were
Three
injured.
BY

C. D.

B RADLEY

Eonoa-tN.CHIEF

OpEd
Donald lawson,
staff writer for
The Murray
State News,
examines the
problems of
false fire alarms and the protential problems that they
create.
Seepage

5

College L~le
Are you scared about that
killer final you'll have to take
in a few weeks? Have you
been pondering ways to hide
a cheat sheetl There may be
a few things you should
know before you commit
academic dishonesty. Find
out what cheating will cost
you.
Seepage

7

Sports
After fi nishing third in the
O hio Valley Conference
race, the Murray State volleyball team looks for success at the OVC Tournament today in Cape Girdeau,
Mo.

Seepage

12

TheNews OJz!iJte

We've been working on
improving our presence on
the Information Superhighway. Check out our everevolving World W ide Web
page at www.thenews.org.
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Murray State student Derrick Alan Blankenship was
killed and three others were
irijured in a three-car wreck in
Paris, Tenn., Monday morning.
Blankenship, 21, a freshman
industry and engineering

technology major from Paris,
was driving his Suzukf Samurai north on North Market
Street in Paris when he veered
into the other lane and struck
a southbound vehicle driven
by Mindy Young, 26, ofParia.
Blankenship's car flipped
over Young's and struck
another southbound car driven by Bobbi Taylor, 17, of
Puryear, Tenn.
Blankenship was thrown
from the car and hit a tree,
apparently causing his death.
He was pronounced dead on
arrival at Henry County Medical Center shortly after the
wreck, which occurred just

Library goes
late night in
spring term

before 8 a.m. The others were
treated at the medical center
and released.
Teresa Gates, an officer with
the Tennessee Highway Patrol
who worked the accident, said
Blankenship may have had a
better chance of survival if he
had been wearing his seat
belt.
"The area where the driver
would have been, from the
waist up, had room," she said.
"He probably still would
have had crushed legs, but if
he had a seat belt on, the people from the hospital might
have been able to help him.
"It's hard to say in a bad

Gates said the final accident
report
would have to be
''u·s hard to say in
approved by her sup~rior offia ba d wreck like
cer, Sgt. Robert Edwards, and
would probably not be availthis, but the seat
until Monday. Edwards
belt couldn't have able
was unavailable for comment.
The Registrar's Office will
hurt. ' '
not give out student sched- TuaaA GAua
ules, so it is unknown whether
TI:KNI:8su IIJGawAT PATROL
Blankenship was going to
class
when
the
wreck
wreck like t his, but the seat occurred.
belt couldn't have hurt," she
Blankenship,
who
had
said.
recently enlisted in the U.S.
Gates said the top of Army Reserve, was scheduled
Blankenship's car was not to be buried at Puryear City
heavily damaged, considering Cemetery Thursday following
the flip over the other vehicle. a military funeral.

Gender equity and coaches pay
A recent NCAA report o n gender equity looked at the differences between pay for
coaches of men's and women's sports in which there was a comparable sport for
both, such as basketball, baseball/softball, golf, tennis, etc. At Murray State, the difference between the pay for the men's basketball coach, Mark Gottfried, and the
women's coach, Eddie Fields, are shown below.
$70.000

$60,000

•Libraries: Coy Harmon,
dean of libraries, has
announced
Waterfield
Library will have extended
hours next semester.
BY jASON lUMP
STAFf WRITER

time staff member at Murray
State.
Todd Earwood, SGA president, said he was satisfied with
Hannon's decision to extend the
library's hours.
"'think is great,• he said. "fm
so happy right now about it

$50,000

~.000

because it's very UDCOmmon for
Students who frequently use Student Government to express

Waterfiel(J Library for study sessions will soon have the opportunity to use the facility late into
the night.
With the urging of the Student
Services Evaluation Committee
of the Student Government
Association, officials at Waterfield Library announced earlier
this week that library hours will
be extended beginning next
semester.
Coy Harmon, dean of libraries,
said hours will be extended until
midnight, Sunday through
Thursday.
"'We look forward to doing this
for the students," Hannon said.
"Now we will be able to have
more staff during the day, and
we will be able to have more latitude in structuring our work
shifts."
Harmon said there was an
open position at Waterfield
Library recently, and because of
that, the library was able to hire
a night su~rvisor who will work
five nights a week with library
faculty members during the day
and throughout the late afternoon, and that when the library
faculty members go home, t.he
night supervisor will be paid to
stay until midnight. He said the
night supervisor will be a full·

the students' needs and see such
a quick response."
Earwood said the Student Services Evaluation Committee
reviews four to six student services per school year. The committee chose Waterfield Library
as its first evaluation of this
school year. Earwood said he
had previously met with Harmon Oct. 1 to discuss a proposal
to add services that Waterfield
Library could offer to students.
Due to scheduling conflicts, the
two never reached a conclusion
on the suggestions; however,
Hannon was very receptive to
SGA's ideas at a meeting they
had this week to discuss the proposal for library changes, Earwood said.
"I made a request on the part
of students who I've heard complain about the library closing
too early, and he provided it,"
Earwood said. "We just had a
phenomenal response from
him."
Earwood also said another
concern he had in his meeting
with Harmon was that students
should be able to bring drinks
into the library. He said he suggested to Harmon that the
Library look into ordering spillPlease sc:e LIBRARY/15

Women's Head Basketball
Coach Eddie Fields
$45,308

$30,000

$20,000

$10,000

$0

Source: Murray State University 1997-98 Operating Budget
C.D. Bradley/Editor-in-Chief

NCAA study shows
gender equity gap
"Most institutions report coaches' salaries,"
•Athletics: A study released by the said
J udy Brookhiser, chair of the Health,
NCAA showed an inequality in the pay Physical Education and Recreation Departof men's and women's athletic coaches.
ment and the chair of MSU's Self-Study ComB Y GREG STARK
SPORTSEDITa-

The NCAA recently released its Gender
Equity Study, which found a m~or difference
in the pay given men's athletic and women's
athletic coaches.
The study breaks down each major college
sport, listing the average salary that each
coach makes in each sport.

mittee. "Part of the self-study is to get where
we need to be in that area (gender equity).
That area includes treatment of students and
minorities."
In a chart published by USA Today Monday, nine m~or sports, including basketball,
baseball/softball, gymnastics, ice hockey,
lacrosse, rowing, soccer, swimming and track,
were published with the average men's coachPlease see NCAA/15

Possession of marijuana

Four students arrested with drugs

According to Kentucky Revised
Statute 2 18A.I422, possession of
marijuana is defined as follows:

Arrested after being followed by police, they still have not been charged

A person is guilty of possession of
marijuana when he knowingly and
unlawfully possesses marijuana.
Possession of marijuana is a Class.
A misdemeanor. Class A misdemeanors are punishable by imprisonment for not more than 12
months and/or a fine not exceeding $500.
Source: Kentucky Revised Statutes
C.D. Bradley/Editor-in-Chief

•Crime: Four Murray State stu- tucky and Hamilton Streets. Upon see- Racer head football coach Denver John-

ing Addington, the driver of the vehicle son, who at the time of the incident was
pulled out of the parking lot, and into on a recruiting assignment. said that
another lot on Calloway Avenue, where he cou ld not comment on potential
the suspects were apprehended. When penalties for the two players until he
the officer inspected the car, he discov- had a chance to fully examine the cirered a heavy presence of smoke and cumstances surrounding the incident.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
remnants of marijuana and marijuana There are np NCAA regulations conSTAff WRITER
cigarettes.
cerning penalties for drug-related
The students involved in the arrest arrests. Disciplinary actions will be
Last Sunday morning, a group of were Reginald Clark, freshman from determined by the University.
Murray State students was arrested for Detroit, Mich.; Clyde Grant, sophomore ·
All four students involved were
suspected possession of marajuana. from Memphis, Tenn.; Terrell Black, detained in the Calloway County
However, no charges have been filed in freshman from Bristol, Fl.; and Sharo Detention Center and each was
Richardson, freshman from Memphis, released on $500 bail Sunday morning.
the case.
Early Sunday morning, Officer Brian Tenn.
Joe Green, director of Public Safety,
Addington noticed a suspicious-looking
Black and Richardson are members said the students had not been charged
vehicle stopped in a parkin1 lot at Ken- of the Murray State football team. but did not say why.

dents were arrested Sunday for
suspected possession of marijuana
after being followed around campus by police in their car.

Ne-ws
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NewsBriqj.;·
Foreign language
department raffle
The Foreign Language
Department and members
of Alpha Mu Gamma are
sponsoring a raffle cuisine.
The tickets are $1 each,
and the drawing will be
held on Dec. 9.
Nine
prizes that have been
donated by local businesses and restaurants of Murray.
The raffle will benefit
Study Abroad Scholarships
for Murray State students.
Tickets
are
available
through the department
or members of the Foreign Language Club. For
more information contact
Stephanie Schechner at
762-4528.

Free guide he lps
adults students
'

The Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance
Authority is providing a
free guide, Adults Returning to School, for non-traditional students considering a college education
or vocational-technical
training. KHEAA is the
state agency that administers grants, loans, teacher
scholarships, work-study
and educational savings
for Kentucky students.
The guide will provide
up-to-date facts on admission, costs, financial aid
and academic programs at
Kentucky colleges and
vocational schools. It also
contains a list of non-traditional advisers who may
offer new opportunities
for housing, day care,
weekend classes and testing centers.
To request a copy of
Adults
Returning
to
School or additional information, write to the Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance
Authority,
I 050 U.S. 127 South,
Frankfort, Ky.,
4060 14323 or call 1-800-9288926, extension 738 1; or
fax 1-502-696-7373.

BRIEFS COMPILED BY
LORI BURLING, STAFF WRITER
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Whitfield to TVA: stop Old memories
construction in LBL
return as U.S.
heads for Gulf
•LBL: Rep. Ed Whitfield
held a public meeting on
the future of the Land
Between the Lakes m
Grand Rivers Tuesday.

BY JAKE BURGESS
Ntws EDITOR

BY C.D. BRADLEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Rep. Ed Whitfield sent a letter
to Tennessee Valley Authority
Chairman Craven Crowell
requesting any new construction
at the Land Between the Lakes
be stopped until a decision is
made concerning management
of
the
area,
Whitfield
announced at a public meeting
on the future of LBL held in
Grand Rivers Tuesday night.
Whitfield, who called the
meeting to discuss several
options for future management
of LBL and the several agencies
being considered, read the letter
to the cheering crowd. which
seemed to have an overwhelmingly negative view o( TVA and
its management of LBL.
The letter said, in part, "I am
formally requesting that you
immediately suspend all new
construction at LBL pending a
final resolution as to which federal agency will manage the
property in the future. Should a
different agency be approved, I
Seth Dixon/The News
do not feel it is appropriate for Jerry Collins, a maintenance worker at Land Between the Lakes,
the new manager to inherit cap- speaks about the fate of LBL to a crowd of approximately 300 at
ital investments which could be a meeting held Tuesday night in Grand Rivers.
contrary to their own land man- said.
the problems.
agement programs."
Many in attendance disagreed
"I may not have a job tomorWhitfield explained Crowell with that choice. Ella Travis, a row, but I believe this is Amerihas placed TVA in a bad position former landowner is what is ca where one can speak their
for management opportunities.
now LBL, said it would not peace," he said. "The number
"I don't think TVA has been change much and said she sup- one problem at LBL is the maneliminated, but Craven Crowell ported the National Park Ser- agement and the number two
has put in a position that is dif- vice.
problem is the payroll. How
ficult to deal with," he said.
"I do not support the idea of many hundred thousand dollar
When asked why TVA hasn't the U .S. Forest Service taking people does it take to run LBL?"
Whitfield said some kind of
done anything about Crowell, over the area," she said. "To me,
Whitfield said he didn't know that would be like jumping out decision will have to be made
and added, "1 would love for him of the frying pan straight into soon. Hearings for Fiscal Year
to resign myself."
1999 Appropriation s begin in
lhe fire.
"I would support the National February nnd the selection
Whitfield mention several
possibilities to replace TVA, Park Service. There must be needs to made by then so a line
such as the Army Corps of Engi- regulations, res trictions, and item can be added to the agenneers, the National Forest Ser- proper funding. The National cies budget.
vice, and the National Park Ser- Park Service was the agency
"Next we have to make some
vice. Among the possible man- favored and was supposed lo hard decisions," Whitfield said.
agers of LBL. Whitfield said he have developed the area before "It's not going to be an easy decifavored the Forest Service.
TVA took it away."
sion, not a decision everyone
"If you were to require me to
Jerry Collins, a TVA employee will be happy with, but we're
vote tonight, I would vote for the from Benton, cited mismanage- faced with a decision. That deciNational Forest Service," he ment as the source of many of sion will be very soon."

The default rate for MSU Stafford and Perkins
loans during this decade, by the most recent
available data, are as follows:

Fiscal
year

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

Stafford
Borrowers Borrowers
• entering
In default
repayment

787
781
717
795
921
907

70
73
84

82
98
48

•Loans: Students who default
on their student loans are making M urra.y State worry.

Official
default
rate

8.9
9.3
11.7
10.3
10.6
5.3

BY CHRISTINE HALL
STAFf WRITER

Perkins (year report was submitted)
Borrowers Borrowers
Official
entering
in default
default
Fiscal
rate
year
repayment

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

367

26
16
23
25
31

292

333
261
293

Source: Bursar's office

' 'I felt born again.
You can not
believe all the
things that happened to ' '
me.

The recent buildup of American troops in the Persian Gulf
region has brought back many
old memories for Murray Sta\e
students.
The trouble began when lraqi
officials denied Unfted Nations
-MOHAIOIAD AL-MUMEN,
weapons inspectors to check a
SoPHOMORE FROM KUWAIT
suspected biological chemical
CITY
plant because some of the ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
inspectors were United States
"' felt born again," he said.
citizens.
"You can not believe aJJ the
With the denial by Iraq to things that had happened to
have UN officials search me."
weapons complexes, the United
For Jamie Wooten, senior
States has sent more aircraft. from Russell Springs, liberating
carrier battle groups into the Kuwait was one of the greatest
region to stop a possible attack things he had ever accom·
by Iraq or attack Iraq if they do plished.
not comply with UN regula·
Wooten was part of the Fifth
tions.
Marine Division and a member
The UN wants to make sure of the Expeditionary Unit. He
Iraq is not stock piling chemical was stationed on a ship before
weapons, which the nation is the war began but was on the
forbidden to have in accordance group during the fighting.
During this time, the threat
with 1990 UN sanctions.
UN inspectors found 8 chemi- of chemical warfare was always
cal plant that produces 8 nerve on his mind.
"'l'hat is the worse way to die,"
gas called VX, which is 10 times
more deadiy than sarin. The gas he said. "It is slow and painful."
that the UN inspectors found is
Wooten said given the recent
the same that killed 12 and actions that iraq has taken he
believes it is time to take the
injured 5,000 in 1995.
The Gulf War greatly affected nation's leader, Saddam Hus·
many University students. sein, out of power. He added
Some were attempting to liber· that he blames President Clin·
ate Kuwait while others were ton for the actions taken by
waiting to be liberated.
Hussein.
Al-Mumeri,
However, making an attempt
Muhammad
sophomore from Kuwait City, to remove Hussein from. power
was living in his home country immediately following the war
during Iraq's occupation.
would not have been a good
"It felt like a nightmare," he idea, he said. The United States
said. "I was seated to leave my could not afford to look like the.:: 1.=
house."
world bully, he said.
'
Al-mumen keeps in touch
During the occupation, how·
ever, many Kuwaitis took up with his family on a regular
arms against the Iraqi soldiers bases, and he liaid that they are
and tried to take back their not worried about what is going
homeland, AJ-Mumen said. on in the region.
"My family feels safe, and
Many of these people were
killed or imprisoned, he added. everybody else there does not
Al-Mumen said the day when seem worried," he said. "For me,
Kuwait was liberated by the I do not know how long it will be
coalition force was the happiest in the future before he does any·
day of his life.
thing."

Default rate worrisome

Murray State loan default rates

Rotary scho la rship
Applications for the
Rotary
Ambassadorial
Scholarship for the 19992000 academic year are
now available at the Murray Rotary Club.
The primary purpose of
the scholarship is to further international understanding and promote
friendly relations among
people of different countr.ies.
Candidates may
apply for scholarships to
study or train In any country where Rotary clubs
are located.
Applicants must have
completed at least two
years of course work or
have a secondary school
education combined with
employment in a recognized vocation for at least
two years. All applicants
must be citizens of a country in which there is a
Rotary club. Scholarship
amounts
range
from
$1 0,000 to $22,000.
For more information
contact Vernon Gantt at
(502) 762-4465 or Mark
Malinauskas at (502) 7623167.

The Murray State News

3.3
2.7
3.5
7.1
5.5
6.9
6,9
10.6

..

C, D. Bradley/EdJtor-rn-chJel

The nation's default rate on student loans dropped for a fifth consecutive year to 10.4 percent,
while Murray State's dropped to
5.3 percent.
A s tude nt is :mid to be default
on his or her loan if the payment
is at least 240 days delinquent.
This is for both federal loans and
lonna administered by Murray
State.
The mos t popular loans at Murray S tate are the Stafford and
P e rkins loans, which are both federally funded loans.
Luln Darnell, a s sistant bursar.
said for th e May 1997 gra duating
class, a large percentage received

loans from the school.
"Roughly, of the May 1997 graduating class, at least 58 percent
have Stafford loans," she said.
Because of a six month grace peri~
od on subsidized loans, the Bursar's office will not know how
many of those students will be
default on their loans until the
end of this year.
The loans are based on two
qualifications classification
and need.
"If a student is need-based, the
financial aid office sets up the
amount for the Perkins or subsidized loans," Darnel1 said. "The
maximum amount you can borrow
is based on your classification. A
graduate student can borrow
more than an undergraduate student, and it increases as the student progresses."
Darnell s aid there are several
reasons many students default on
their loans.
"The economy is sometimes a

problem or the student going off
to work,'' she said. "Also, the student may have not even ended up
graduating.
'
Many of the loans are handled
by lenders; and when a student
becomes default, the University
must take action.
"The Stafford loans are handled
by private lenders; and when the
loan goes default, guarantee
agencies take over the loans from
the lenders, and the money is
then collected strictly through
them," Darnell said. "The Perkins
loan is handled by Murray State,
and we send out a monthly bills,
and if the student defaults, then
we call him or her and try to help
them with deferment forms."
Darnell added that students
who default are sometimes
reported to the credit bureau
which she says can sometimes be
good or bad depending on whether
or not the student pays off the
loan.

University acquires facility for crew team
ray State Crew Team . The
transaction was done in conjunction
with
Marshall
County and the State of Ke n ·
tucky.
Jim Ba urer, director of the
Currie Center and s tudent
life. s aid the park was not
BY D ONALD LAWSON
being u s ed a nd the s tate
STAFF WRITER
needed to do some thing with
it.
Earlier this fall, MSU
"The state was looking for
acquired Cherokee Park in a way lo put Lhe park to good
Aurora for use by the Mur- use," Baurer said. "A propos-

•Crew Team: Kentucky
Lake park acquired for
crew team offers greater
opportunity for this sport
in area.

J

al was made to Marshall inmate program and the
County to use the s ite for the male and female crew team.
cre w team."
Steve Marchino, crew team
The park, located on Ken- coach, said that the acquisitucky Lake, cons is ts of a dub tion of Cherokee park for
hous e , walkways, a boat crew practice will give Murramp and an overlook area of ray State an opportunity to
the lake.
become a leader on the rowSaurer said that minor ing scene.
work has been done on the
"It will be a tremendous
aren a s far a s clearing under- asset," Marchino said . "Rowbrus h from the clubhous e. ing has a stigma of being an
All clean up work is being elitist sport. associated with
done by the :Mars hall County private schools in Boston and

Philadelphia. Murray State
has an opportunity to expose
students to rowing and with
this facility become the rowing center of the South."
The crew team has been
competing with Vanderbilt
University which is the clos·
est crew school in the area.
Upon completion of renovations of the park facilities,
Marchino hopes to be able to
hold regattas (rowing competitions) at the ntw facility.

New-s
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New program goes on-line
•Interne t: On-line courses
being offered as part of
statewide electronic campus.
BY jASON KEMP
STAFF W RITER

Murray State students who
either commute to campus
daily or who have many other
obligations that interfere with
being in class everyday and
would like to be able to do
cla8swork on their own time
will soon be able to do so.
The Southern Regional Education
Board
recently
announced they will be starting an electronic campus,
including Murray State University, in January. Four other
Kentucky universities will be
included as well.
A report from the Nov. 9
issue of The Paducah Sun said

that the board's Internet site
will list 100 classes offered by
50 southern universities that
will be available to students by
computer or video for a fee.
The other Kentucky schools
participating in the program
are the University of Kentucky, the University of
Louisville, Western Kentucky
University and Morehead
State University.
Kendra Jones, distance
learning specialist, is coordi·
nating Murray State's on-line
course program, called murraystate.online, and said that
because the program is new,
precautions are being taken in
starting it.
"There are currently three
courses being offered with. the
murraystate.online program,"
Jones said. "The University is
planning to include more classes in the future, but because
this is new, they want to try a
small number of classes first."

Jones said the three courses
that will be offered in January
are BPA 442, the ethics and
environments of business; ITE
104, CAD applications; and
AGR 333, agribusiness records
and analysis. S he said BPA
442 and AGR 333 wi.ll be the
only classes that students may
receive credit for.
Jones also said the class size
will start small, with each
course holding between 10 and
15 students. She said the University decided that it would
be best to keep the class size
smaller than normal in order
to personalize the experience.
Jones said students will need
to apply for the program, and
that they may do so by accessing the Continuing Education
Office's website · at ceao.mursuky.edu. She also said students will need to be admitted
by the University in order to be
considered for the program.
Frank Julian, professor of

politics and criminal justice,
will be instructing the ethics
and environments of business
course in the spring. The class
has already been filled, he
said.
"I've limited the class to 10
students because as of now
this program is strictly experimental, and we will just have
to wait to see what will happen
with it," he said. "The majority
of the students that I currently
have enrolled in my class are
non-traditional."
Julian said he has spent the
last year conducting research
and building a website for his
class and that much more still
has to go into the process.
"It takes a lot of time with
something new like this," he
said. "I think it will be a lot
more work for students as well
as professors because t~ere
will be a lot of reading involved
with it, but it can be done at
the student's leisure."

Vandalism, fighting hit campus
aCrime: A window was broken at the
Curris Center and a fight broke out
in Hester College last weekend.
BY BRIAN H ENSON
STAFF W RITER

Two fights were reported to University
police last weekend. On Friday night,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority hosted a dance

in the Curris Center. During the dance,
several altercations arose and a window
was broken. Because of these problems,
the dance ended early.
Curris Center Director Jim Baurer said
that the individual who broke the window
was not involved in any of the fighting and
has made arrangements with the Currie
Center to pay for the window.
Baurer also said that actions will be

taken against the individuals responsible
for the fighting if names can be obtained.
As of press time, no names had been given.
A fight was also reported November 14
at Hester College between two female students. With charges pending in the case,
both students were to meet with the University Police and the city attorney to discuss the situation, but as of press time neither individuals had cooperated.

Professor releases book on PTSD
matic Stress Disorders, Life Events and Mental Illness, life stress, Medical and Behavioral
Miller, professor of education Medicine and Stressful life Events.
Thomas
and psychology at Murray State University
Mill~r. gathered contributions from _43
has edited a new book, Clinical Disorders and auth~ntles -~ complete the ma?ual w~tch
Stres:;ful Life Euents , The book is divided into . ?xammes clini_cal and resear~h eVldence I.mkfive parts which cover the areas of Posttrau- mg stressful hfe events to chsease and dtsorder functioning. The final product created a
STAFF REPORT

w.

comprehensive and yet highly current view of
the rapidly evolving field of PTSD. The book
provides essential information about stress
disorders, mot only mental health professional but also fro clinicians in many ares of medicine.
For more infonnation a call 1-800-8353487.

We wrll be OPI N THJ\NI("iGIVING DJ\V
U ntil 6 00 P r-.1 l or Your Shopprng Convr.nrcnce

Nov. 14
10:42 a.m. Report of a fight on the second floor of Hester College involv·
ing two females. The' fight was broken up, and the incident is under inves·
ligation.
1:44 p.m. Complain of skateboarders at the Collins Industrial and Tech·
nical Building.
3:34 p.m. Fire alarm was reported on the third floor of White College. No
fire was found.
'
9:00 p.m. Report of two males in a red Chevy pickup throwing bottles at
a person on a sidewalk near Sparks Hall. No injuries were reported.
10:30 p.m. Sara Beebe reported that her purse was stolen from Eliza·
beth College.
Nov. 15
1:00 a.m. Citations' were issued to three persons drinking alcoholic beverages behind the old church buildings. All were cited for under age drink·
ing.
2:23 a.m. Citations were issued to a person behind University Tire for
possession of a alcoholic beverage by a minor.
10:29 a.m. Fire alarm was reported in the Carman Pavilion. No fire was
found.
Nov. 16
12:06 a.m. Four people were arrested for possession of marijuana:
Clyde E. Grant, Reginald L. Clark, Fuller T. Black and Sharo J . Richard·
son. All were lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
1:22 a.m. Fight was reported at the Curris Center during a dance. Front
window was broken. The fight is still under investigation.
3:08 p.m. Auto accident was reported with a injury on the south side of
Racer Arena. The person involved in the wreck refused medical help.
10:15 p.m. Fire alarm was reported at Hester College. No fire was found .
Nov. 17
9:29 p.m. Female student reported being harassed by a non-student.
Nov. 18
12:46 p.m. Justin Rouse reported the theft of his gray Huffy bicycle.
6:27 p.m. Ambulance service requested the lights at Stewart Stadium be
turned on for an arriving Med-0-Vac.
7:32 p.m. AI Mason reported the theft of his wallet from Carr Health
Building.
11:55 p.m. Fire alarm was reported at the Carman Pavilion. No fire was
found.
Racer Escorts • 12
Motorist Aulsta-8
Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Burgess,
news editor, from materials available at the Public Safety office,
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Nov. 13
12:42 a.m. A female student in Clark College was having problems
breathing. She was taken by ambulance to Murray/Calloway County Hospital.
7:46p.m. Fire alarm was reported in Franklin College. The alarm was
set off by cigar smoke on the third floor.
8:32 p.m. Someone threw a bottle through the Cutchin Field House after
the game. No injuries were reported.
11 :58 p.m. Fire alarm was reported on the fourth floor of White College.
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Do students drink

responsibly? Why or why not?

Name: Rachel
Schroeder
Major: History
Year: Graduate
student
Hometown: San
Antonio, Texas

Racer Patrol is commonly attacked by
students who claim that the service is pointless. Patrolling the library and securing Carr
Health do not seem to be important stu·
dent protection measures-but they are.
Many times the services that the Racer
Patrol perform are preventative measures.
This means stopping a situation before it
starts. It is possible that incidents of crime
would be much higher without the patrols,
even in the library and the stadium.
Why are students not taking advantage of
the escort service provided by Racer
Patrol~

mental engineer
and technology
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Venezula

uNo, they don't because they
want to drink to break the
rules."
Name: Sabrina
Bo uknight
Major: Criminal
justice
Year: Senior

Our v'ieu:
Issue:
Racer Patrol has been considering
ways to improve performance and
increase student involvement.

Position:
Many students do not see a need
for additional security and take
advantage of Racer Patrol's escort
services.

The main problem is image.

Many students do not feel that these
criminal Justice (and other fields of study)
students, although In uniform, could protect
them in dangerous situation. Some may
even be embarrassed to call a peer to walk
with them just across campus.
The next problem is the perceived' secu·
rity on campus. The administration has
worked diligently to create a feeling of safe.
ty on campus, and it could have worked
against them. Students feel so relaxed that
many see no reason to take protective
measures such as Racer Patrol.
Recently, the members of Racer Patrol
have initiated educational seminars and pro·
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My sons Perry and Andy
were in a fire at their resi·
dence .on Oct.16. Perry was
burned badly. Andy escaped
with no injuries, as did the
other two boys, Carlos and
Robert. I would like to thank
everyone in the town and at
the University for the kind·
ness that was given t.o these
boys from the good people in
Murray. They lost all of their
belongings, and Perry did not
even have a shirt on his back,
but you beautiful people gave
them what they needed.
Thank you from the bottom of
our hearts.

I gathered the many books I'd need for my research paper
and added my textbooks to the top ofthe pile. I gathered my
highlighters, my note cards and my plethora of pens. I
grabbed some extra white paper, some hard candy and
some tissues. I neatly organized everything in my backpack, put on my coat and gloves, and headed to the Waterfield Library for a night of intense research and exam cramming.
My breath made little frost swirls as I walked across campus in the chilly night air. I headed toward the library in
angst, not looking forward to the boring, snore-induced
coma I would be in for the next five hours. I opened the door
to the library, and then it hit me.
It hit me hard, like a sucker punch to the gut when you've
just polished off a meal at Dumplin'a. It hurt.
It was the heat. I could feel the thickness of'it, and it
made my hair go limp and my body ache for a cool drink of
spring water. Beads of perspiration immediately sprang
onto my forehead. I peeled off my coat and gloves and
switched my backpack to the other shoulder, seeking cool·
ness as I walked downstairs to the book stacks in search of
a quiet table.
It was even hotter down there, like Dante's Inferno .
I plopped my increasingly heavy backpack onto a table,
panting through the dense fog and glanced around at others near me as I sat.
Everyone was limp. Like wilted flowers on a mid-summer's day, people sat slumped over books and papers, lifelessly attempting to turn pages. Those who were functioning had stripped nearly to their undergarments in an
attempt to cool off.
I took off my sweatshirt and got my study tools out of my
backpack. Within minutes, the beads of sweat on my forehead had pooled in other places, and I was sticky with
dampness. I couldn't breathe.. I too, began to wilt.
It. was Nairobian hot. It ~as crawling-through-the-deserton-you-hands-and-knees-with-no-camel-because-it-died-ofheatstroke-and-the-only-water-you-can-find-is-out-of-a-cactus hot. I began to see mirages.
Though my hallucinogenic haze, I thought to myself, 'this
is no way to study. I've been cooler in the middle of July.'
No one seemed to be getting anything done. Most seemed
like the palace dwellers in Sleeping Beauty who had just
awakened from the fairies' sleep. It was terrible.
The heat in campus buildings iR absurd - the Business
Building and the Waterfield Library, as well as our very
own newsroom are the most notable hot spots on campus.
Tropical climates exist in all of these places.
If it were just me, just my hot-blooded nature, I could
excuse it. But it is the complaints of the many campus fac·
ulty and staffin the Business Building and the complaints
and protests of those attempting to utilize the library's
resources which must promt officials to take action.
The library should be a comfortable place. It should be
quiet, free from distractions and well maintained. Of the
people I spoke to that horrid evening, this seems to be a
common feeling.
The library is a necessary resource which all campus stu·
dents must use in one way or another. Yet, some I know
simply go in, get their stuff done as quickly as possible and
get out to avoid the stifling humidity.
The coolest floor in the building is the top floor, which
isn't saying a lot because it's still hotter than hell; and
unfortunately there are only a few tables up there to use.
There are, however, plenty of cubicles. If you have to go into
the library, head for the top. The fact that heat rises does·
n't seem to apply to Waterfield; it's just plain hot everywhere.
I urge campus administration to listen to the needs of stu·
dents. Students need to be comfortable in the places th ey
pay (ample) tuition to use. It only takes a little bit of effort
to adjust the temperatures. Perhaps if the administration
spends a little less money on more than tulips and crew
boats and fot·uses more attention on the current needs of
students, everyone will be better off. At least we'll all be
cooler.

The Andcrsons

Mandy Wolf is the As:sociate Editor for The Murray State
News.
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Hometown:
l ouisville

" No. They don't
know when to say when. They
drink until they're numb; they
get beside themselves."
Name: Scott
Sageser

Major: Manufacturing engineering
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
louisville

"No. I've seen
their behavior when they are
drinking."

Name: Juli Hite
Major: Elementary education
Year: Freshman

Hometown:
Florence

"Yeah, I think
they do because
everyone seems to have DO's
after parties and there are not
many wrecks."
Jennifer SacharnoskiNiewpoint Editor
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grams focusing on crime prevention and.
awareness. Student turnout has been low
and enthusiasm for these programs has
been minimal.
Until the students feel unsafe or these
programs offer a unique selling point, atten·
dance will never increase.
The members of Racer Patrol ar e pre·
forming their jobs adequately and quietly.
There is always room for impr ovement;
however, Racer Patrol has a good thing
going. Students will take advantage of the
services provided eventually, but for now it
is best just to wait for student demand and
keep up the good work.

Campus needs
to cool down

,\

Name: Pedro
Major: Environ-
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Racer Patrol must wait for student demand

"I've heard too
many stories about drunk dri·
ving around here; I would have
to say no."

Stiassni

The Murray State News

SGA's proposal for extended
library hours should be heard
The administration has finally acknowledged that many University students do not Our \li'eu'
operate on a fixed schedule and by no means
Issue:
follow regular sleep patterns.
In response to an SGA proposal, the
The diligent students at Murray State UniWaterfield library will extend its hours.
versity expressed a desire to hit the books
Posit io n:
after hours. Fortunately for the night owls,
The University must realize the growing
the administration acted on our non~tradi
demands of the expanding student populational study hours by extending closing
hours at the Waterfield Library by one hour tion and be able to6 react more easily to
student needs.
each night.
The Student Government Association is expanding and the University will have to
not content with moving closing time back make several adjustments to satisfy the
only one hour. President Todd Earwood needs of'the the students.
If extra money is needed to keep the
would like to see the library stay open until
library
open, budgeting should be done to
2 a.m. during the week before and during
accommodate. Students are paying Murray
fi nals.
The students would then be able to take State to provide them with an education.
advantage of 28 hours of pure knowledge library access and usage is only one part of
the learning process, but it is a vital element.
enhancement if they so choose.
Students are not normal people-they
Extended hours should not even be an
issue. It is disappointing that our SGA had to have no concept of 9 to 5 work days. The
push for the students to be granted I 0 hours University needs to be prepared to accomof added library access time. Murray State is modate In the library and beyond.

Your \l ie zus
Murray's campus.
Thinking your religion is the
right
or only way is the same
To the editor:
as thinking your race or gcn·'
Recently 1 read an article der is the right or only way. It
about religious intolerance on hurts others and prevents
campus. I was very surprised friendships, dating relationand delighted to read the arti· ships and simple human intercle. I hope to see more articles action. People by this day and
of this genre, because it is a age should he smart enough
nice change of pace from the not to judge people because of
their religious beliefs. Religion
Murray norm.
I have been asked questions is only one dimension of a per·
from complete strangers about son, and if a person needs relireligion while I have walked to gion, they can find it on their
class. When I walk to class, I own. 1 found religion on my
want to walk to class, not be own and not from a stranger
asked to quote scripture. I who told me what I should
have friends who have been believe.
ignored and/or criticized by
Anyhow, I hope the article
those who ask them about on religious intolerance broadtheir religious beliefs, because ened someone's mind. I know I
they do not believe .in the was pleased to see it in the
same practice. Ignoring some· paper.
one or criticizing someone
because of their religion is
intolerance, and I think intol- Erin McClees
erance ;s very prevalent on Palma

Article opens eyes
to intolerance

Support of Murray
a ppreciated
To the editor:
To all the people of Murray
and Murray State University:
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Students discover themselves, home in Murray
Not so long ago, I looked at myself in the mirror one morning and said, "Hello, Danny. Nice to
meet you." No, I was not answering little voices
in my head, but rather was addressing something far more profound.
I will talk more about this later.
When I first set foot on the campus of Murray
State University, in what must seem like
Neolithic times to many, I was somewhat confused and scared. In fact, I was just about as
comfortable as Pat Robertson at a taping of Soul
Train. I was leaving the old familiar world and
embarking upon a new journey. In spite of the
tepidity I felt, there was also a growing sense of
excitement.
This excitement was soon dashed, somewhat,
by the startling revelation that there was
absolutely nothing to do at Murray State. How
did I find this out? I am sure that it happened in
much the same way as many of you found out:
word of mouth.
So much for having any fun.
This was soon to change. As my circle of
friends increased and as I made my way through

entertainment question and, best of all, moat of
it is free with your student I.D.
'In My
However, there is more than just entertain()jJinion
ment presented here. There is something about a
live performance that captivates and draws in
the viewer. If properly presented, it also has the
DANNY V OWELL
ability to cause a deep state of introspection
within an individual, if allowed.
So you see, the question is not what is there to
do in Murray, but rather, what do you want to
do? All it takes is a quick glance at the calendar
the lower echelon of classes, I was made aware of of events that appears in every issue of The Murthe fact that many groups on campus put on con- ray State News to realize that there is always
certs, recitals, plays and other productions. At something going on.
first, I attended these merely for the extra credAnd now, back to the mirror.
it that was offered.
It was the morning after attending a string
How quickly things change. While sitting concert that I realized just how much I had
through one particUlar production, I was struck changed. There was something so moving about
by the similarities between one of the characters the music performed the night before that I was
and myself.
cast into a state of deep reflection. The nebulous
From this point on, I began to attend many of clouds were gone and for the first time I could
the special productions on campus. I was always see where I was going and who I really was. In
amazed at how few students were there because essence, looking into the mirror that morning
they wanted to be. Here was the answer to the was like looking at myself for the frrst time.

False fire alarms
endanger students
Since rve started working for
The Murray State News, I have
noticed a great number of stories
being written concerning one
thing - false fire alarms. A
m~ority of the stories have basically been informative, relating
why the alarms go otT, who might
be pulling them, what to do if you
see someone pulling an alarm,
things like that. Even the first
story I wrote for the paper was
about fire alarms. But has anything ever been done about false
fire alarms? No.
This is my third semester to live
in Regents College. Of the three
semesters I liave lived there, I
have noticed an abundant
increase in falae alarme. There
have been more false tire alarms
this semester, it seems,.than during all of last year. Just check out
police beat every week and you'll
see my point.
One of the most annoying problems focuses on alarms that sound
at ungodly hours like 3 and 4 a.m.
It has got to stop!
Preventative measures such as
offering a reward to those who
give information leading to the
arrest of a person pulling an
alarm has not worked. Apparently
the residential college security
guards have not done anything to
stop them. What can be done to
stop this? A lot of people say, "Oh,
false fire alann,s just come with
living in the dorms." But that is no
excuse for putting a person's life
in danger.
Sure, that may sound a bit
e¥ireme, but it is the truth. If
false alarms sound frequently,
people begin to ignore them,
thinking it's just another false
alarm. They don't leave their
room. But what if a fire actually
breaks out? You've got a dorm full
of cooked college students. I like to
call this the boy-who-cried-wolf

~l]tTDN

It has been said that home is where you find·
yourself, who you really are. That being the case,
two University presidents, three football coaches
and a crew team later, I am still at home and am
still continuing to learn about myself.
This does not mean that there is no fear anymore. All .students have it, both graduate and
undergraduate. It is our common bond. The
future is there and for the &rat time we can see
it clearly, although we cannot reach out and
touch it...juat yet. We can, however, learn to
coexist with it by learning about ourselves.
So you see, two items as seemingly unrelated
as entertainment and introspection in the great
scheme of things really are linked. Not only are
there a multitude of things tx> do in Murray, but
perhaps you can find your way in the process.
Hope to meet you soon. Oh, and welcome
home.
Danny Vowell is a staff photographer for The
Murray State News.
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In My
Opinion
DoNALD

LAWSON

effect.
Let's look at the possible reasons behind so many fire alarms.
Could the problem be in the alarm
system itself? Maybe the alarms
are too sensitive.
Smoke fiom people cooking in
the colJege's kitchens or blown out
candles cause fire alarms to
sound. Candles are a no-no in the
dorms, but why should we have to
go out into the cold because somebody burned their pot roast?
Maybe housing should install different alarms. Instead of smoke
detectors, maybe heat-activated
detectors.
And when a fire alarm is discovered to be false, we shouldn't have
to wait for the police and somebody from housing or facilities
management to turn the thing off.
Install an on/otT switch or something!
My point is simply this, there
may not ever be a way to stop fire
alarms from going off on accident,
but if there is, Murray State and
those who are concerned about
this problem should do everything
they C&Jl to solve it before it coste
somebody's life. And, if there is no
way to stop them, there must be
something done to decrease them.
Wake up people. This is a serious
problem and should be dealt with
as such.
Donald lAwson in a staff writer
for The Murray State News.

Nurse offers smokers challenge
Tobacco! Very few things elicit more
heated diacussion than the subject of
tobacco. Most folks are either tor or
against tobacco. The emotion which
tobacco provokes on either end of the
spectrum is very similar..OUTRAGE at
the thought of restricting one's right to
grow, sell, distribute and use tobacco;
and OUTRAGE at the thought of someone smoking in our presence, endangering our health or that of ~hildren, and
having to pay for the health care of persons who use tobacco.
I understand that users of tobacco
think that I can't possibly comprehend
the "joys• of smoking since I have never
smoked. This is true. But, I did smoke
second-hand for about 15 years. Those
years put me at risk for numerous
health problems. Fortunately, my husband quit smoking 11 years ago on the
Great American Smokeout day. He may
have regretted the decision during the
first month when he had the worst withdrawal symptoms, but not since.
Tobacco use in the United States is on
the rise again. It is up from 18 percent to

measures. If a person never begins to
use tobaCco or quits tobacco, then treatIn My
ment becomes much less of an issue.
Opinio11
Yesterday was the 1997 Great American
Smokeout. If you committed to quit for
this 24-hour period, I would like to conJUDY LYLE
gratulate you and encourage you to continue in your efforts to stop your tobacco
use. If you adopted a tobacco user for the
day,
continue supporting your
adoptee
...
they need your help!
24 percent of the population. Those
For
those
who have not yet committed
numbers may seem insignificant, but
to quitting tobacco, no amount of nagthey translate into much higher death
ging or cajoling Will make you stop. ""!ou
totals. The second-hand smokers are
must want to quit for yourself and for
also affected and may figure into death
those you care about. If you need more
totals. Smoking-related illnesses kill
information on tobacco issues and
more people than AIDS, alcohol, car
health problems associated with use,
accidents, fires, homicide, illicit drugs please contact me at Health Servicesand suicide combined; according to a 762-3809. You may also get information
chart compiled by the Center for Disease from our web page:<http://www.murControl.
suky .edulsecsv/healthsrv/health3.htm>
From my viewpoint, tobacco users where there are links to sites with inforshould be treated from the standpoint mation regarding tobacco.
that they have an illness. That illness is
addiction to the extremely powerful Judy Lyle is the health educator and
drug, nicotine. Our greatest emphasis staff nurse at Murray State University
should be on prevention and cessation Health Services.

Nation's comfort level makes American youth lazy
This past Saturday was nothing to
brag about. In fact, nothing happened
at all. Any of the 38 people that actually stayed on campus instead of running home could tell you that. My day
consisted mainly of waking up, taking
a couple of Tylenol tablets with a big
glass of water, doing laundry, and
aimlessly roaming around campus in
an attempt to find anything to keep
myself occupied. After all, I can only
vacuum my floor or wax my table so
many times until the enamel begins to
wear away.
The only high point of my day took
place between the painkillers and the
laundry episode. I was sitting on my
couch watching the carpet grow and
listening to Murray's own 91.3
WKMS, when this guy comes on the
radio. The man was being interviewed
about a study he recently concluded.

In My
OpiHion
ALAN
WEIXLER

He must have lived in Murray once,
for only Murray residents know how to
kill time like this man. For the past
three years this man, sorry I forgot his
name, followed the educational
process of 20,000 equally diverse students !n the states of California and
Minnesota. From my impression, the
study was conducted to see what factors influence a student's perfongance
in school. The results were qUite inter-

eating. Through years of research and
data analysis, this man has now
proven to the world that Americans
are truly lazy. This really did not surprise me-the French have been saying that for years.
The basis of this statement comes
directly from the study results. The
conclusion showed students born in
other countries and attending American schools have a better chance of
succeeding in the American school system than native-born students. Another interesting finding showed if foreign-born parents moved to America
and bore children, the children had a
better chance of educational success
than children with native born parents.
There may be many reasons for this
phenomenon, but I personally enjoy

the idea of America's comfort level in more comfortable.
relation to other countries contributI guess it all goes back to the times
ing to the findings.
when your grandparents used to tell
In relation to other countries, more about the Great Depression and how
citizens in America own automobiles, hard they had to work for what they
have microwaves, watch television for got, and how we are very lucky to be
countless hours and are without where we are-don't waste it.
immediate need; other than the $19
Anyway, you can interpret these
million Power Ball.
findings anyway you want, I just
In general, we are more financially thought it was pretty cool and more
and materially comfortable than other people should know about what this
countries. This level of comfort has
guy found.
caused a motivation drop, so we don't
For anybody that cares, I spent the
have to work as hard to get what we
rest
of my Saturday visiting my
want, we already have it. The fact that
friends
among the 38 people left on
these other nations are not as •comcampus
(excluding the cafeteria
fortable" as the United States means
ladies).
the material aspect of their lives is not
quite what they want it to be. So when
they get the chance, immigrant students work harder than the average Alan Weixler is a (TYshmanjoumalism
native student to make themselves major from Louisville.
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RCCs delay volleyball court decision

Cable Guy

Although the proposal is
still being considered, some
apparent conflicts
have
arisen.
Regents RCC sources said
that early in the consideration process, question8 were
being raised by the UniversiBY BRIAN H ENSON
ty about the removal of trees
STAFF WRITER
in the proposed area. Howevcompromise was
A proposal to build a sand er, a
volleyball court in the open reached between the Regents
area behind Regents and and White RCC's and the
White Colleges has been put University to allow the neceson hold until the spring, 1998 sary landscaping changes,
but at a greater cost to the
semester.
Last semester, a resident of two colleges. As of press time,
Regents College proposed an exact cost had not been
that White and Regents Col- determined, but some stuleges come together in a joint dents have expressed conventure to build a sand vol- cerns.
Jonathan Webb, junior
leyball court in the open area
behind the two residential from Milan, Tenn., said, "1
think it's all right. It's going
ha lls.
After the initial proposal, a to cost a lot of money,
committee
was
formed (though). To me, there's more
between White and Regents important things to put the
residents to look into specific money toward."
Another very serious probaspects of this project, such
as costs for the two colleges lem standing in the way of
and exact location of the the volleyball court is that
White College seems to have
court.

•Housing: Two residential colleges may share a
volleyball court, if a proposal is accepted by residents of each building.

Danny Voweii/ The News

Michael Thompson, electrician for Facilities Managem e nt; works on laying fiber optic
cable in the Quad Wednesday morning.

lost interest in the pr oposal,
Regents Faculty Head Ted
Brown said.
"White didn't think it was a
good idea," Brown said. "For
the foreseeable future, it's ofT.
the table."
Jason Billingsley, a member of the Regents RCC said,
"(t (the proposal) passed
almost
unanimously
in
Regents, but it fell through in
White. We agreed to pay half
of the cost, but we (aren't)
going to pay the full amount
for it while people fr om both
(colleges) use it."
Faith Taylor, president of
White College, doesn't count
out the possibility for the volleyball court proposal to pass
in White as well, but said
that a petition has been
formed to have the motion
postponed until more information about it can be gathered.
Bill Robinson, president of
Regents College, said the
idea will again be discussed
at the first meeting of next
semester.

Safety committee creates unofficial proposal
•Proposal: The Safety Committee has written an unofficial proposal that would limit the use of
bicycles and skateboards on
campus at designated areas.
BY JENNIFER PIERCE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Murray Stat e University
Safety Committee, which is composed of stu dents and faculty,
recently came u p with a list of suggestions to limit the use of bicycles,
skateboards and in-line skates on
campus.
Don Robertson, Vice President of

Student Affairs, said the proposal
will focus on three different issues:
the safety of these items, an excessive noise factor in relation to
skateboards and vandalism.
The unofficial proposal by the
safety committee does not ask for
the elimination of the items, but for
the limited use of them in certain
places and for certain uses. Bicycles
and skateboards would still be
allowed fo~ transportation purposes
and exercise.
Skateboards are the main focus of
the committee, because they are
believed to be the most disturbing.
Robertson said the stuntS that are
being performed on the curbs,

bench es and rails leave black marks
and scu ffing.
This "vandalism" has been called
to the attention of t h e campus officials and the problem is therefore
being a ddressed through this proposal.
The safety of skateboarders is
also a concern of the University.
J ohn Rail, University Attorney,
told Robertson t he person s performing skateboard stunts are hurting
and causing injury to other people
and the University can be held
liable.
Bicycles are the most common
type of transportation used by students on campu s. This privilege will

not be taken a way. but there will be
some restrictions added as to where
a bicycle can be ridden.
An example given by Robertson is
the bridge that connects the Residential colleges with the academic
buildings. The bridge is so congested t h at people are often hit by bic,Ycles because there is no way to
avoid a collision. The committee
suggests people walk their bicycles
across the bridge as well as in other
cr owded areas.
"The intent of this proposal is to
provide a safer campus for everyone," Robertson said.
Punishments will vary because
not everyone involved in these

activities are students at the Uni·
versity.
Many of the offenders are juveniles from the area. Some of the
reprimands for University students
may include fines or confiscation of
the offender's bicycle, s kateboard or
skates.
AB for juveniles, t hey will be told
to leave the campus and if they continue to return, then the item they
arc using will be confiscated.
The safety committee is now waiting for a final copy to submit to University President Kern Alexander.
It will then be discussed at the cabinet level of the University before a
fin~ decision will be made.

You should spend your college years wisely.
Study hard, have fun, and carry The Associates
MasterCard Card. You'll get:

• 3% cash back on purchases*
• Discounts on brand name merchandise
• No annual fee
• Credit line up to $2,500

Call toll free 1-

-SEND-ONE.

*See Rebate Terms and Cond itions accompanying the credit card

Associates National Bank (Delaware ·
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Collection
ending soon
Project Harvest, the
American Humanics program designed to collect
canned goods for Needline, is quickly coming to a
close. Those wishing to
make a donation may leave
non-perishable items in
the boxes located on campus. All cans will be taken
to Needline to assist families through the holiday
season. For more information, call 762-3808.

Tax forms
to be mailed
W-2 forms for anyone
who worked for MSU during 1997 will be mailed no
late'r than Jan. 3 I, 1998, to
the address appearing on
the paychecks. If the
address is incorrect or will
change in January. notify
the Payroll office as soon
as possible. Anyone needing to make an address
change can stop by Payroll
on the second floor of
Sparks Hall or call 762~ 129.
Duplicate W-2
forms will not be available
until March I, so please
make sure the address on
the checks is correct.

Scouting Museum
coupo ns available
The National Scouting
Museum is. offering a
coupon for $1 off the
admission price. Visitors
are asked to inquire about
the coupon at the desk
entrance to receive the
discount. The offer expires
on Nov. 30. For more
information call 762-3383.

Film Society views
' Uiee's Go ld'
''Uiee's Gold," starring
Peter Fonda, will be
screened by the Paducah
Film Society tomorrow at
7 p.m. at the Market
House Theatre at I ~ I
Kentucky Ave. in Paducah.
Film screenings are open
to the public, and tickets
may be purchased at the
door. Admission is $5 for
adults and $3 for students.

Boat ramp closes
TVA began lowering the
level of Energy Lake at LBL
this past week to improve
the swimming area and
control aquatic weeds.
The drawdown will result
in the temporary closing
of Energy Lake boat
ramps. The lake will be
restored to its normal
level next spring when the
work is completed. For
more information call 92~-

2000.

Senio rs t o give
recitals

•

Cory Dale Julian will give
a bassoon recital on Dec.
2 at 6:30 p.m. Matthew C.
Baucum will perform on
the trombone on Dec. 4 at
8 p.m. Both recitals will be
held in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Admission is free.
Complied by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Life Editor

An~

Steal

Cheaters face long-term consequences
BY BETH BRADLEY
STAFF WRITIR

You let your friends talk you
into going out last night instead
of studying. The teacher hands
you the test, and you stare at it
your stomach drops; you don't
know anything. However, the
person next to you is confidently answering questions, and
you can clearly see their test.
However, for some students
cheating is not an option.
"I do not cheat," said Kristal
Stallion, junior from Grand
Rivers. "It goes back to morals
and values that my mom and
dad taught me."
What exactly is considered
academic dishonesty at Murray
State?
"The definition of plagiarism
and cheating is specifically
stated in the student handbook," said Mike Young, assist:ant to Vice-President of Stu-

dent Affairs.
The handbook defines academic dishonest as cheating, plagiarism (submitting another
person's material as one's own)
or doing work which will
receive academic credit for
another person.
"The consequences are very
serious for academic dishonest," Young said. "A student
can be suspended or even
expelled."
Teachers have several methods to prevent students from
cheating on tests.
"I give multiple versions of
tests so that people sitting next
to each other do not have the
same copy," said Louis Beyer,
professor of physics and engineering physics.
"I also put in the syllabus
that cheating is punishable by
lowering of the fmal grade or
fa ilure of the course," he said.
"Then it is up to the student to

decide if they heed this warning."
Betty Brockway, adjunct professor of speech , communications and theater, has all students begin the test at one
time.
"I began doing this when 1
had a class ofabout 90 studenl'>
and realized by the time I finished handing out tests to the
back of the room the people in
front had already discussed the
first few questions," she said.
Brockway said her most
interesting experience with
cheating was a project she
received. A student had taped
together four sheets of paper
and used it as a base for a set
design model. Brockway realized after the term was over
that the base was a copy of her
test.
"He literally did a project on
the back of my test," she said.
Brock way also said she can

tell if people are attempting to
cheat on a test.
''If I see someone who looks
s uspicious I usually walk
around the classroom or stand
near them," she said. "It makes
me mad when people cheat
because it is unfair to those stu·
dents who study."
Some students do not view
cheating as a serious problem.
"People cheat because it
makes it easier to make higher
grades," said Stephanie Greer ,
freshman from Metropolis. Ill .
"Everybody cheats in some
way."
"I have cheated," said Bob"' a
senior from Louisville.
"H was my freshman year,
and I waited until the last
minute to do journal reviews.
Fortunately my roommate had
the class the previous semester
and his papers were on the
ha rd drive of the computer, so I
printed them out and handed

them in .10
Bob said he che ated only
because he did not have time to
do the project, and he was not
thinking about the possible
consequences at the time.
"I felt horrible afterward," he
said. "I wouldn't do it again."
Is academ ic dishonesty a
problem on campus?
Young said there ha ve been
no cases sent to him this semester 8eeking action by the Judicial Board. However, professors
are allowed to make decisions
concerning cheating, so statistics are not readily available.
The after effects of guilt may
not bother some people, but getting caught could be a blemish
on activities after college.
Young warne d, "By using
academic dishonesty students
put themselves at risk of
destroying their future. This
could remain on their t ra nscript permanently.~

Plagiarism tempts
students during finals
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
STAFF W RITER

Looking over at someone else's test.
having another person help with a
paper, leaving quotation marks off of a
quote from a book - these are all forms
of plagiarism.
Murray State's policy as stated in the
1995-1997 Undergraduate Bulletin,
says "Plagiarism is stealing the words
or ideas of another and passing them off
as one's own. Whenever a student submits a piece of writing claiming that all
the ideal, opinions, facts, figures, conclusions, revisions, and words are the
student's original work, unless the student explicitly indicates otherwise via
footnotes, attribution in the text, and/to
appropriate quotation marks."
James Booth, provost and vice-president for Academic Affairs, said students
have options if they are suspected of
plagiarism.
"The case is handled between the faculty member and the student," he said.
"The faculty member may bring
charges, but that has not happened very
often and most cases are usually handled quietly with the student accepting
expulsion."
Other colleges also have strict policies
against academic dishonesty.
According to the Student Life- Handbook, Morehead State has a five-part
policy that faculty members are advised
to follow if they suspect a student of plagiarism. It includes a conference
between the student· and faculty member, reporting the incident to the dean
of students and reporting the incident
in writing, .
Lee Edgerton, academic ombudsman
for the University of Kentucky, said it is
the student's responsibility if he or she
cheats.
"If students are unsure of the ques ·
tion of plagiarism, they are to consult
their instructor," Edgerton said. "We
place the responsibility on the students."
Edgerton also said part of the pr~blem

lies in students doing group work and,
in the end, not using their own answers
in the assignment.
"Most of the problems are revolved
around students getting help with
assignments from other students," he
said. "Then we question whether the
final assignment is the student's own or
the result of someone else's work."
Edgerton said students
at UK either take a zero
for the assignment or
a failing grade in
the course depending on the seriousness of the
act.

c
0

·~

taught at
the University of Washing-

]

~a.
Kevin
Guilfoy ,
professor of
humanities,
said he has
seen
many
instances
of
cheating or plagiarism in his
classes both here
at Murray State
and in his past
schools.
"One student here

graphs
w e r e
taken from
a novel," he
said. "When I
talked to her about
it, she told me that
she had done the same
thing on the paper
before, and I hadn't
caught it.''
Guilfoy said the most
interesting case of
plagiarism happened when he

•

-

ton .
"A student turned in a
paper for his graduate class
on Kant that was one of the
most beautiful papers I had ever
read. He had written that t ranslating the version from German
had distorted the meaning," he 5aid.
"Come to find out, he had gone onto
the Internet and paid a company to find
a paper that was guaranteed not to be
traceable. The only rea son 1 found it
was luck and because 1 knew the person
whose website the pa per was taken
from ."'
Guilfoy thinks that most students di'l
not know when they plagiarize but said
the punishment for plagiarizing is not
enough to discourage students from
doing it.
"It is more common for students not to
realize they are plagiarizing when they
are cheating," he s aid. " It is discouraging to me because there is no punishment, and the only thing I can really do
is give the student an 'F'. The guy who
turned in beautiful Internet paper only
received an rF.'"
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Matthews excellent 'Livfl
Dave Matthews Band
Live at Red Rocks
8.15.96

MusicRevieLo

For years now, the Dave
Matthews Band has been
releasing top quality music for
their fans all over the world.
Over that time span, the
band has managed to amass
quite a following among America's pop culture. Their rich
blend of blues and soft-rock
give the music a full sound,
leaving no open holes for one
to lose interest in the music at
hand.
The latest album released by
the Dave Matthews Band, Liue
at Red Rocks 8.15.95, is the
first in a series of releases featuring the talented quintet;
and should be no disappointment to the long-term, or even
newfound fans.
Total, the album contains 17
of some of the best musical
accomplishments ever pro-

duced by Dave Matthews; and,
as the title says, is recorded
live.
The first track on the double
compact disk album is titled
"Seek Up" and is a great introduction, effectively setting the
pace for enjoyment of the
entire album. The song blends
a soft saxophone and a pleasant guitar ensemble that will
make the listener want to simply get up and groove to the
relaxing beat.
The bluesy sound continues
throughout the rest of the
album and comes through
strongly on track five of disk
one, "The Best of What's
Around." The Clapton-sounding guitar introduction of this
song gives way to a peppy
Chicago blues saxophone closing, adding texture and feeling

Alan Weixler

to the album ~ a whole.
The album wraps up with an
enthusiastic track titled "All
Along the Watch Tower."
Being the final track, it seems
Dave Matthews followed old
cliche of "saving the best for
last."
This track demonstrates
Dave Matthews Band's talents
to the fullest of their extent.
The rapid swings from mellow
to high-paced tempos can
bring out the best in any person's demeanor. The track
richly blends saxophone, trumpet and guitar solos into a
beautiful sound that matches
no other on the live recording.
Although Matthews' voice
tends to grow more that a little irritating after any significant amount of time, the
instrumental solos are what
make the album what it is.
The extremely talented musicians never give the listener
any time to rest their exhausted ears.

Weelv1head
Friday, Nov. 21
-Recital: Senior recital, Kara Boyd on the oboe with guest Edward
Pledge on the vibraphone, 6:30 p.m. at the Eagle Gallery In the
Doyle Rna Arts Center
-Recital: Fall Brass Chamber Recital, 8 p.m. In the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle fine Arts Center

Matthews has a full, deep
sound that give the listener
exactly what the listener
wants - pure listening pleasure.
Live at Rftl Roclu: B+

Saturday, Nov. 22
-Junior Rodeo: sponsored by the Kentucky Junior Rodeo Association, 10 a.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
•Buaar: Sponsored by Girt Scout Troop 1337, 9 a.m. at the Cal• loway County Public Ubrary .Annex
efall Senior Day: A campus preview day for high school seniors
will begin at noon In the Currls center

Sunday, Nov. 23

•

-High School Rodeo: 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center
•Meeting: Lutheran Student FeHowship, 5:30 p.m. at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church
..lble Study: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship campus

house
Monday, Nov. 24
-Band Fastlval: Quad State Junior High School Band Festival, all
day in Lovett Auditorium
•All C.mpua Bible Study: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
.Chi Alpha Bible Study: 9 p.m. In the lobby of Hart College

•

Tuesday, Nov. 25
•Recital: Senior recital, Gina Tracy, soprano, 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle Fine Arts Center
-Pat-luck Dinner: Open to an non-traditional students, sponsored
by NTSO, turkey, dressing and drinks provided, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.•
In the Comfort Zone In Ordway Hall

By Gebe Mertin
bordertnOcta.eom

Wednesday,

Nov. 26

.Cia._. dlamlued tor Thanksgiving holiday: 7:30 a.m.
ettealth Servlcea cloeed
.Chi Alpha Bible Study: 7 p.m. at the Currie Center Theater on
the third floor of the Currls Center

•

Thursday, Nov. 27
•Thankaglvlng Day
.Worship Service: 10:15 a.m. at the lrnmanuell.utheran Church

Monday, Dec. 1
• MCMA Performance: Murray Civic Music Association presents
"Chanticleer,• 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium

Tuesday,Dec.2
-Recital: Senior recital by Corey Dale Julian, bassoon, 6:30p.m.,
Farrell Recital Haft in the Doyle Fine Arts Building
a.AA&:
a.,.... 111 R•<e•laa ,_ *llalha~
Fine Arts Center
•

I••••*

"It's a win-Win 81tuat1on. I get r1d ot him, and
I get back control ot the relllote."

Hey Students!
What•s Wrong
With Your
Pipe?
I'm talking about your
connection to the
Internet.
You're slower than a slug with 28.8 and you have a
need for speed. You know that CableComm and
MSU are going to be offering cable modems next
semester, and that little straw of a connection
you're using right now is nothing compared to
what kind of pipe you'll get with cable modems.
We're talking a water main here! Downloading what used to take minutes, and even
hours will soon take only seconds.

'' ' ',

So stay awake,
cs/1753-5005
for more information,
or visit our website at:
http/I csmpus.murraystate.edu/csblecomm

MURRAY

I

AIA Co"B'atufations1998 Officers
President-Kelly Polivick
VP of Public Relations and RecruitmentCarmen Holloway
VP of Alumni and Heritage-Shalon McKenzie
VP of Programming and Ritual-Tori Squires
VP of New Member Education-Lindsey Monroe
Secretary-Shanda Banister
Tresurer-Jennifer Wright
Parliamentarian-Nicole Layman
Public Relations Chairman-Brooke Schorck
Scholarship Chairman-Ashley Graves
Social Chairman-Melanie Vincint
Philanthropic Chairman-Kristina Thompson
Standards Chairman-Christy Wilson
Editor /Historian-Heather Martin
Ritual Chairman-Andrea Bayer
Assistant Standards-Lauren Lindsey
Assistant Philanthropic-Casie Marsh
Assistant Tresurer-Stacie Clark
Intramurals-Jamie Vaughn
Songleader-Ellen Hawkins
New Member Education ChairmanBarbie Trowbridge
Housing-Traci Richerson
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Hats off to graduates
Residential Colleges hold investure, breakfast for seniors, graduate students
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITEI

The residential colleges will
sponsor two activities next
month targeting students who
are receiving their bachelor's
or master's degrees in Decemher.
The first event, the second
annual fall graduation breakfast will be held Dec. 2 in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Secondly, the residential col·
lege investiture ceremony will
be Dec. 5 in Lovett Auditorium.
Both programs were created
to counter the lack of activities
planned to honor December

graduates, who are often
unable to attend the spring
graduation ceremonies.
"Essentially there has been
nothing for people who graduate in December," Ron Cella,
faculty head of Hester College,
said. "I know students who
would like to have a full-blown
graduation, but I don't think
the University is ready for
that yet."
The graduation breakfast
will be free to graduating students. Others wanting to
attend may purchase fl ticket
for $4.50 from any departmen·
tal secretary.
The meal will be served buffet style with a line forming

outside the ballroom entrance.
This year's fall breakfast
will be similar to the breakfast
honoring spring graduates.
Faculty have been invited to
attend and dress in costume
for the event.
Jane Hall, faculty head of
Springer-Franklin College,
said it has been traditional for
faculty members to dress '"kind
of crazy" for the spring breakfast. Faculty were not invited
to dress up for the fall breakfast last year, but students
this year requested the tradition also become part of the
fall festivities.
"There wilJ be anything from
a fancy apron to costumes,"

Hall said. "There have been
gorillas and there have been
people dressed in outfits where
you wouldn't recognize them."
Vernon Gantt, professor of
speech, communication and
theater, will be the guest
speaker for the breakfast.
The investiture ceremony
will be a formal event sponsored by the residential colleges to honor their graduating
seniors. All December-graduating students have been invitcd, and a personal invitation
has been extended to their
families. Students will be presented with a certificate from
their residential colleges and
will be receive individual

recognition.

ny they have," Cella said.

Hall said the investiture is
like a "lifelong membership in
the residential college."

Last year the residential colleges chose to have separate
investiture ceremonies. They
decided to have a group ceremony this year to encourage
better attendance.

The graduating students are
asked to purchase a cap and
gown and sit with their respective college. Faculty have been
asked to attend in their academic regalia.

.

An off-campus speaker who
has experience with the residential college system has
been asked to say a few words.
Special music and an academic
procession will also be part of
the ceremony.
"This will be, for some of
these people, the only ceremo-

"We would probably be
happy with a crowd of 200 to
300," Cella said.
A reception in Lovett Auditorium will fol1ow the .i nvestiture ceremony.
Hall said she was excited
about both programs honoring
the students.

"It's our way of saying thank
you," she said.

CCSA scholarships available Multicultural comedian gives new
BY H EATHER MARIE MARTIN
STAff W RITU

The Cooperative Center for
Study Abroad, a group of
American colleges and universities with programs and
internships in English-speak·
ing countries, has announced
an increase in scholarship
funds. Awards totaling up to
$23,000 will be available to
qualifying students participating in CCSA programs during
1998.
Presently, 23 institutions
participate in CCSA. Through
the increase of funds, each
school will receive $1,000 to go
toward their scholarships.
Previously CCSA only distrib-

uted $500 to the participating
institutions for scholarships.

will study abroad with the
money from CCSA," Klembara
said.

CCSA has offered the scholarship money since 1994 to
students wanting to study outside the United States.
Schools pay a one·time fee to
join CCSA and the money it
circulates comes from the
organization's budget, not
from the member institutions.

Ron Cella, professor of English and an active member
who works with CCSA on earnpus, has not determined how
the $1,000 Murray State
received from CCSA will be
distributed. In previous years,
they have considered the participant's GPAs and asked
them to submit an essay about
what they hope to gain from
their study abroad trip.

Dr. Michael Klembara, executive director at Northern
Kentucky University, said
that each school independently
determines which students
receive the money and the
amount of the award.

The application deadline for
summer trips is in March, but
the specifics for the scholarships have yet to be established.

"It is totally determined by
the schools how many people

perspective to diversity ·issues
BY BRANDl W illiAMS
STNfWWI

'llle University Center~ ia hcmori.lig
November as Diversity .Month by apoDJoring
the appearance of Emmy Gay, 'a mwticultui'iil
comedian.
Gay has appeared on 'The ToaiiPt Sho1V
with Jay Leno: was featured on the l.tit'emne
networ~ attended a Wome~'• Conference in
China with Hillary Clinton AAdalao hosted at
the Apollo 'I'heater in New York.
"She talks about multicultural iaeues like
life today. being a woman and bemg AfricanAmerican," Viktor Kerney. m:wtieWtural
awareness chairman of the UCB.. said. •She is
not very hard core. She just {livee a humorous
view of life today."
After watehiag a promoliOIW tape olber
show, Kerney thoucht Gay wOahl be an aaaet

to the events celebrating diversity month.
•She bas decent-quality maU"trial and is not
too grapbic," Kerney said. "She also has a different approach to things that does not ]eave
people offended.
..My job as multicultural awareneaa chair·
man is to try to bring in acts that are not
specifically for one group, but to find programs that allow everyone, eveey color, every
creed, every culture, to get together and cele-

brate," be said.
"I think she will give a new approach to
things that people are usually too shaky to
talk about," Kerney said.
Tavares Jones, lecture chair for the UCB,
said, 411 think she is a very funny woman and
that students will el\ioy her.•
Gay will perform Friday night at 1:30 at
DomiDo'a, and admission is free.

All commuter students
stop by the Sug~ or Cube
to get o lree
soft drinlc, small collee
& clon~u t throughou t
cember.
Gift Certificates Available.
Calories

Grams·fill

Roast Beef Deluxe

294

10

Roast Chicken Deluxe

276

7

Roast Turkey Deluxe

260

6

LIGHT SANDWICHES
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301 N 12tlz St. • 767-0760

At Arby's we know that healthy ~aung _Is here t~ stay. That's why
we offer a complete Ught Menu featunng a \-anety of products that
are not only dehc1ous but, also more nutritious. A menu mcludmg
sandw1ches featunng delicious roast chicken. turkey and
~
lean and tender roast beef. Served on toasted mulu-gram
buns wuh JUICY tomatoes, crisp lettuce and light mayo.
Each 94 % fat free (by weight) and under 300 calones.

The sisters of ~n chapter of A On would like to
enthusiastically welcome
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to Murray! .
we·are so glad that you are here!
AOD would also like to congratulate

Alison Hill · chase smith · sarah Clark
on being' accepted into O~K.
_.1
we love you!

:
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Officers act as eyes,
ears of campus police

Babyface

out campus and report light outages to the
maintenance department. Every night the officers check the call boxes outside all campus
Equipped with radios and drt'Ssed in blue,
buildings. Any boxes not working are reported
the Racer Patrol serves students, faculty and
directly to the University dispatcher who logs
staff.
the report in and notifies maintenance.
Claiming to be the eyes and ears of the Uni·
Racer Patrol's main goal, through all of its
versity police, Racer Patrol members do most of services, is safety.
the footwork beat policemen do for a city's
"Anyone in uniform gives a deterrent factor,"
police department.
said Ryan Baggett, supervisor of the Racer
The theory behind the Racer Patrol originatPatrol. "I would like to see more people use us
ed in the 1970s. Racer Patrol was modeled
so we can reach out to the community. That's
after the Cardinal Patrol at the University of
why we exist."
Louisville. The main reason for existence of
Both Baggett and Kevin Mighell, assistant
patrol officers then was to escort students.
supervisor of Racer Patrol, have been working
Although that has not changed over the years,
to improve the overall performance of Racer
there are many other things Racer Patrol,
PatroL This is the first year Racer Patrol is
assists with.
keeping their own ret~ords about escorts and
Officers of Racer Patrol work different shifts
other services and events that arise. In the
throughout the night. The stadium shift brings
past, the records were combined with the
surveillance to the stadium parking lot. The
department
records.
officers, positioned in the press box of the staBaggett
and
Mighell plan to focus on semidium, are able to keep an eye out for vandalism
nars
in
the
future.
One female member of
and overall vehicle safety.
Racer
Patrol
is
working
on a rape-awareness
Because of their position in the press box, the
program
for
students.
Bart
Toth, coordinator of
officers are also able to keep an eye on stuthe
Racer
Patrol
program,
stressed
that students as they walk from the stadium until they
dents
must
support
these
programs
before they
reach the residential colleges.
can
hold
additional
programs.
In
the
past,
ln addition to the stadium shift, Racer. Patrol
Racer
Patrol
has
hosted
programs
for
which
has a Carr Health shift. Starting at 3 p.m. and
the
student
turnout
was
disappointing.
continuing until close of the building, the offiOther future plans include training aU patrol
cers are responsible for checking ID cards to
ensure that only Murray State students, facul- offic;ers in CPR.
Toth is impressed with the overall perforty and staff use the equipment. They alRo staff
mance ofthe Racer Patrol oflicers and the
a library shift. from 8:30 p.m. to close. During
improvements made during the last two years.
that time they offer assistance to the desk
workers if needed.
"The dedication of Racer Patrol officers is
The patrol officers are also responsible for
amazing," Toth said. "They work in all types of
checking different safety devices around camweather. It's not the type of student job you sit
pus. They routinely check the lights throughback at and go when you feel like it."
BY DENISE HIGGINS

ASSISTANT COLlEGE liFE EDITOR

Danny Vowell/ The News

Sean Manning, a two-ye~old visiting campus with his grandmother, Beth Lowe from
Murray, watches cars passing on Chestnut Street Wednesday afternoon.

Half-time show features Racer band
selected in a competitive process."
During recent years, the University, as well
as the Racer Band, have seen an increase in
the recruitment from the St. Louis area. Johnson hopes the band's performance will intro·
duce many people to Murray State University.
"This will give us exposure and hopefully
help our program in the future," Johnson said.
The St. Louis Rams will provide the Racer
Band with the cost of the buses and a meal.
While Rams' television coverage is usually
broadcast in Murray, Johnson doubts that the
band's performance will be shown.

BY KRISTIN HILL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The half-time show at Sunday's St. Louis
Ram's football game will feature performers
known well around Murray State. The Murray
State Racer Band, consisting of 175 members,
will travel to St. Louis to present their nineminute Festival of Champions Show.
Dennis Johnson, director of bands, said this
is the same show band has performed at Murray State home football games this season.
"This is a honor," Johnson said. "We were

HAIR SALOn
Tammy Sheppard
Rhonda Butler-Durham
Marilyn' Ray ·
Anne-Marie Hale

OFF WITH MSU I.D.

Semor Sweetheart
~eliDda

1415 Main Street

'Vudergriff

SPORTS NUTRITION
DESIGNER PROTEIN

CLove,

753-4700
Next to Matt B's
$2 Off with LDM card

DIETS
HERBS
VITAMINS
EAS

sisters of AI:A

Jim & Trudy McFarlane
invite you to share our first Christmas at....

Cfu.n!J c}/iff'Ja'Lm~
~Gourmet

Coffee & Foods t- Fitz & Floyd Holiday Collectibles tt-Gourmet Gift Baskets t- Portmeirion Pottery tt- Louisville Stonew

R. Gary Patterson
•

"The Jackal"
(R)

"Ana11tasia"
(G)

Dec. 1
7:30 p.m. Small Ballroom
Curris Center

'

REEFREEFREEFRE
;

Available Tuesday, Nov. 25
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Simple car-care checks can
make winter driving breezy
Record-breaking winter
temperatures can leave you
with enough car repairs to
break your bank account
That's why it's no time to
let simple, preventive car·
maintenance procedures
fly south with the birds.
Consider these tips for a
smooth ride this winter:
Shocks and struts Alternate freezing and
thawing can produce hazardous driving conditions,
like potholes. Even the
most precise drivers can
barely escape an entire
winter without a single
damaged tire or broken
spring, and the jolt from
the one you couldn't dodge
can be expensive. The loss
of a mufller and som~times
the pipes that go with it
can be prevented by regularly inspecting th~ undercarriage. If you survive a
pothole, let an expert do an
alignment check to assess
any damage that may have
occurred.

Tires -

When outside

temperatures begin to
drop, tires should be
checked at least once a
month, ~ince cold weather
reduces your tire's inflation
pressure. Driving underinflated tires causes the
tread tQ wear faster and
unevenly, and it can :reduce
ride performance, affect
vehicle handling ·and
decrease your vehicle's fuel
efficiency.
If your vehicle becomes
stuck on ice, you should
avoid spinning the tires,
because the force created

from this action literally
can rip your tires apart.
Brakes - Don't gamble
with your brakes; they can
save your life. :Your braking
system, probably the most
critical safety system on
your car. should be checked
periodically thi$ winter. It's
like buying yourself peace
of mind. .
Engines- A severe winter could mean millions of
cars failing to start. Excessive exhaust emissions and
a polluted atmosphere can
dull a picturesque snowfall,
and misfiring is never pret·
ty. Before a "no-start" :nrins
your day, have your car
tuned up.
Belts and h oses
When one needs replacing,
you're likely to find more in
marginal condition. Rubber
components un4er the hood
exist in a hostile environment, surviving subzero
temperatures in the winter.
Hoses circulate as much
as 7,500 gallons of coolant
per hour at up to 18 pounds
of pressure - and w&1T8Dt
periodic attention. Failure
to maintain your cooling
system by flushing and
refilling every 24 months
with fresh antifreeze can
cause freeze-up, overheat·
ing, and rust and corrosion
buildup.

Batteries - Batteries
lose their charge over time,
especially in cold weather,
and cable connections can
corrode. A certified technician can test the strength
of your battery's charge.

Know facts before hitting road
These days, cars can do practically everything but drive
themselves.
Computerized
maps show you the way when
you are lost. Gauges tell you
how many miles you can travel
before running out of fuel.
Headlights automatically turn
on as the sky dims. And, keyless remotes even can start
your engine and wann the car
while you sit comfortably in the
house.
However, no matter how
advanced technology becomes,
there is one area that always
will be the responsibility of the
driver - car maintenance. Just
how much do you know about
the basic maintenance of your
car?
Improvements In q uality a nd technology have added abo ut l·and·a·half months to the useful life
According to the experts there span of a car or truck e ach m ode l year. The improve me nts In vehicle com ponents not only mean
are some simple maintenance fewer trips to the repair shop during the car's or truck's usefu l life, but a los people won't need to
guidelines everyone on the road replace vehicles as ofte n as they have.
should know in terms of daily
upkeep.
More expensive than the
Since mistakes can be consid· job is to trap impurities like mean? The coding found on the
dirt,
metal
particles
and
carbon
front
of
a
motor
oil
bottle
refers
familiar
petroleum-based oils,
ered learning experiences, take
particles
(soot),
keeping
them
to
the
product's
viscosity,
or
synthetic
oil is definitely worth
a look at the correct answers,
from
contaminating
the
oil
and
flow
rate/thickness
of
the
oil.
the
price
difference
if you have
and learn some general facts
decreasing
its
effectiveness.
Checking
your
owner's
a
turbocharged
or
fuel
-injected
manual
about car-care maintenance.
The
oil
filter
should
be
engine,
drive
usually
will
answer
the
quesat
high
speeds
• Fuel fi I ters- The main funcchanged
every
time
you
change
tion
of
what
oil
grade
is
best
for
over
long
distances,
or
use
your
tion of the fuel filter is to trap
the,oil.
your
vehicle.
Engine
manufacvehicle
for
towing.
contaminants like dirt and rust
A quality synthetic oil. Like
and prevent them from affect· • Motor oil -A car's oil should turers highly recommend
multigrade
engine
oils.
These
be
changed
every
3,000
miles,
can
serve. as an inexpensive
ing engine operation and fuel
lubricants
provide
good
along
with
the
filter.
flow
at
insurance
policy for those oper·
pe,rformance.
Turbocharged
and
diesel
start-up,
but
still
maintain
ating
under
extreme condiA clogged filter can result in
require
more
frequent
engines
thickness
at
high
temperations,
making
the
difference in
such problems as hard starting,
oil
changes
because
of
the
high
tures,
allowing
y_
o
ur
car
to
price
worth
every
penny.
lack of high-speed power and
As your car ages, it is even
stalling. Typically, original temperatures that the tur- adapt to a greater range of cirbocharger
bearings
endure.
cumstances.
more
import~nt to check the oil
equipment manufacturers sug·
Now that you know when and • Synthetic vs. petroleum with each gasoline fill-up and
gest changing your fuel filter
every 30,000 miles, although why, learn what to put in your Not all of the motor oil used pay close attention to preventoday is made from the tradi- tive maintenance.
some mechanics recommend an vehicle.
Whether you change your oil tional crude oil taken from the
Short-trip driving and stopannual replacement.
• Tire rotation - Tire rotation yourself or have the profession- ground. Synthetic oil is a type and-go traffic, which most driis recommended every 6,000 als do it for you, there are a few of man-made oil created from vers today experience on a regular basis, take their toll on
miles in order to ensure that facts and tenns you should chemical reactions.
Formerly used to handle the engines.
tires wear evenly and to pro- know before choosing a motor
extreme temperatures of jet
The best way to counteract
long the life of your tires. An oil.
engines, synthetic motor oil such severe wear and tear is a
easy way to remember this task • The letters and numbers is to have the tires rotated dur- You've seen the strange config- was designed for car and truck comprehensive maintenance
uration of letters and numbers owners whose vehicles needed program, regularly scheduled
ing every other oil change.
protection
from servicing and quality products.
• Oil filters - The oil filter's before- 5W-30, 15W-40, lOW- engine
30 - but what does it all demanding conditions.

Act now to protect car's surfaces from winter
You wouldn't go outside without your coat during the win·
ter, nor should your car go
without its own protection.
Wind, rain and snow combined
with road s and, grave] and salt
quickly can take the luster out
of car finishes and even do serious dama~c to painted surfaces. Winter is one of the most
challenging times of year for
your car's exterior surfaces, so
it's important to begin preparing your car this fall for the
rough winter conditions ahead.
By following a few simple steps
now and throughout the winter, you can keep your car looking like new through the harshest weather and protect the significant investment it repre-

·10 Minute 011 Change
Most Major Brands

sents.
• Paint Protection
"Typically, a car's paint
takes more physical abuse in
winter than at any other time
of the year," says Michael
Howe, a scientist for Armor All,
the leading producer of car care
appearance products. "With all
of the debris on the roads, your
car is more likely to be
scratched. As moisture penetrates the scratch and alter·
nately freezes and thaws, it
weakens and eventually cracks
surrounding paint. Eventually,
you have an invitation to rust
and corrosion."
A quick and easy way to pre·
vent this from happening is by
applyjng a protectant to your

.

Prot e ctants can he lp save
your tires from dryrot.

car's painted surfaces. Many
products otTer waxlike protection in a fraction of the applica·
tion time. Just spray or rub

ter. Protectants will not only rubber door moldings, also
keep them looking good during need extra protection when the
the harshest weather, but they mercury drops. These materi·
also
provide a barrier to the als can be affected by extreme
The experts recommend
elements
and ozone, which can temperatures and are susceptiapplyjng a good base coat of
cause
rubber
to deteriorate.
ble to the sun's ultraviolet (UV)
paint protectant in the fall
radiation,
which causes crackIf you are looking for a
before winter arrives, then
ing,
fading
and hardening,
maintaining the surface with "hands-off" approach to tire
even
in
the
winter.
In cold
at least monthly applications care and you live in a region of
weather,
protectant
can
be
the country that sees winter
during winter.
applied
in
the
garage
if
necessnow and ice, another easy tip
And, remember to regularly for winter car protection is to sary.
wash ofT the car during the spray protectant in the wheel
(l'inally, make it a practice in
winter to remove corrosive cle- wells to prevent the buildup of the fall to inspect the windments. Do this both before you snow, ice and road salt. It's best shield wipers and replace them
apply a protectant and periodi- to start this practice in the fall, if there's any sign of wear or
cally, especially after heavy before the really cold weather deterioration. You're going to
storms.
hits.
be counting on them in upcom• Tire Care
• Trim and Bumper Protection
ing
months, and it's good insur•
Other parts of your car's exte- ance to have them ready to deal
Tires have a tough job, and
never more so than during win- rior, like the bumpers, trim and with winter's worst.

•Transmission Service
·Cooling System Rush

•Brake Service
Locally Owned & Operated
507

them on and your car can be
protected against the harshest
of weather.

s. 12th

(next to Log Cabin restaurant)

753-4462

Five Points
759·1529

We Honor

For all of your car care needs,
visit the experts at

Cunningham Auto Repair.
Do Your Part For the Environment
lleq'c:le Wou• 01'
and
Il•e•
When Wou
Haweihem
(hanged.

6 19 S. 4 th St.
7 53 - 68 31

"We Keep America Running"
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Men's basketball
opens at home
After winning their first
game 'o f the season at Dayton Wednesday night, the
Racer basketball team will
play its first regular-season
home game against Belmont Monday night at
7:30. Then t hey host t heir
first-ever tournament, the
Racer Holiday Tournament, Nov. 28 at Racer
Arena. The Racers w ill
take on Holy Cross at 5:30
p.m. in Racer Arena.

Lady Racers take
on Belmont
The Murray State Lady
Racers will take o n Be lmont University Saturday
at 4 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Then they play the University of Evansville Tuesday
at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Lady Racers irfk
four recruits
Lady Racer basketball
coach Eddie Fields recently announced the signing of
four new recruits t his
week.
Signed are high school
prospects Brandi Bat man
of Owensboro, Tierney
Pugh of Memphis and
Susan Tackett of Bidwell,
Ohio. A junior college
transfer, Angie Meyer, of
Kiel, Wis. and Madison
(Wis.) Area Technical College was also signed.

Tourney time
Volleyball
postseason
opens
.
tonight against Morehead

SpotL~ght
Deteri Mayes,
Chandra Brashers
Deteri Mayes and Chandra Brashers are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
Mayes, senio r fro m
Hanceville, Ala., led the
Racers with 23 points in
their come-from-behind
victor y
over
Dayton
Wednesday night.
Brashers, senior from
Washington, Ill. led the
volleyball team with nine
kills and 12 digs in their
victory over Belmont University this week.

Hustle fJfa r
Ties that bind
In NFL action Sunday,
the Philadelphia Eagles and
the Baltimore Ravens
played to a I 0-1 0 tie. The
last time the NFL saw a tie
game was Nov. 19, 1989,
when
the
Cleveland
Browns and the Kansas
City Chiefs played to I 010 tie.

Source; US~ Today
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1997 Ohio Valley Conference Volleyball Tournament
Today 3 p m
Houck Foekl House

(9) Tenn. State

STAff WRITER

If the Murray State volleyball team is
to realize its dream of a championship
this season, they will have to obtain it in
the Ohio Valley Conference postseason
tournament.
The Racers finished a successful OVC
regular season on a sour note last week·
end by falling to lightly-regarded Tennessee State 15-8, 16-14, 15-10. The loss
dropped MSU (20-11, 13-5) to a third
place finish which equaled last year's
conference mark.
"I don't think any of us are too happy,"
interim head coach Sarah Dearworth
said. "They !Tennessee State) are at the
bottom of our conference, but they've
beaten Tennessee Tech, who is second
in the OVC. TSU is getting better."
Dearworth said the team did not play

season over 1-26 non-conference foe Belmont. The Racers thrashed their hosts
15-5, 15-13, 15-1. Senior Chandra
Brashers led the charge against the
Lady Bruins by collecting nine kills and
12 digs, both team highs.
The slate is clean for the Racers in the
single-elimination OVC tournament
which commences today in the Student
Recreation Center on the campus of regular-season champion Southcm;t Missoud State.
"This is a start from scratch," Dearworth sajd, "We tend to rise to the occasion when we play better teams. I know
this is our last chance."
Morehead State will be the first step
MSU must take if they arc to bo
crowned champions. The Racers split a
pair of regular season contests with the
Lady Eagles as each team was triumphant on their home courl. Morehead was victorious on September '20,

Toda~. 7 pm
HouQ.FoeiCIHouse

(1) SEMO
(4) Austin Peay

•Volleyba ll: A successful postsea- together very well.
"Tt was six individuals out there," she
son may be in the cards for the
said.
~~urray State volleyball team, who
In their next game, MSU responded
plays Morehead State tonight.
by collecting their 20th victory of the
B Y )ASON YATES

Today-Sunday
Southeast Missouri
State University
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

(8) Tenn Martin

Saturday , S p m ,

Houck Foeld Houle

Today , 5 p rn
Houck Foeld HoU$9

(5) Eastern llfino•s

Sunday 3 prn.,
Houc:~ F•eld House

(3) Murray State
Today , 5pm

SlUClenl Rec:reaiJOn
Center

(6) Morehead St.
(2) Tenn. Tech
(7) Middle Tenn.

SalUtday 7 p m ,
Houck Foeld HoUle

Today , 7 p m
Student Aecmahon

Center
Todtly, 3 p.m ..
St~;de"l Recr.ahon

Center

(10) Eastern Ky.

Greg St.1rk/Sports f dllo r

15-7,15-6,15-7 while Murray avenged
the loss on October 17, 13-15, 15·0, 15-1.
9-15, 15-13.
If the Racers are victorious in the first
round, they are likely to face secondplace Tennessee Tech in the semifinals.
TTU was a thorn in the side of MSU
during the season as the Lady Golden
Eagles swept both matches.
Despite some disappointing perfor-

mances where they have not played
their best, Dearworth is pleased with
the season her squad has had. However,
:she is aware her team is not finished by
a long shot.
"We have done many good things this
year including defeating SE:VIO twice
during the season," she said. ''We're
going to come out and play our best
game, we have respect in that aspect."

New coach
reflective

Seeing double

•F ootball: Head Coach Denver Johnson looks at highs,
lows of football season after
ending the regular-season
with a win over Tennessee
State.

College Rodeo
occurring now
The College Rodeo
opened Thursday night at
the VVest Kent ucky Expo·
sition Center. Admission
for adults is $7 and for
ages six- 12 is $5. Children
under six will be admitted
free. For more info r mation
call the Expo Center at
(502) 762-3 125 or rodeo
team Head Coach To mmy
Yeater at (502) 767-0598.

The Murray State News

Danny Vowell/The New.s

Frank Etoukw of Murray pops a wheelie as he ride s through t he Quad Tue sday
night. Etoukw is a student at Murray High School.

Racers ready to go
"That was good for us to get two diverse
•Men 's basketball: The Racers pregames," he said. ''Rod Murray is
!exhibition)
pare for their home opener against Belpretty good. He's nearly 100 percent. Arnell
mont University on Monday night.
B Y G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

After a five-month break, the Murray State
men's basketball team is ready to roll. Head
Coach 1\Iark Gottfried ~ays the team should
be up to the task.
"Our guys have made some progress,'' he
said. "I think there are still some questions.
Our guys hnvc brought some effort."
The Racers opened up against Dayton
Wednesday night winning 76-69. Even
though the Racers have some bright spots,
they still have some question marks.

(Hamilton) is supposed t.o practice today
(Monday). I think he should be ready to go."
Gottfried implements the high-post
offense, which he is familiar with from his
days as an assistant to ,Jim Harrick at
UCLA.
"'We need to find a unique player to play in
the high-post, like the Louisville and UCLA
high-post. offense." Gottfried said.
The Racers now look to face Belmont University ~f onday at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Gottfried said he has high respect for Belmont's head coach , Rick Bird.
"Rick Bird, he's one of the better coaches
you play against, period," he said .

discrepancy between the offensive
and the defensive lines around the
league is a little more than I was
led to believe."
fo~ormer Head Coach Houston
Nutt left the Racer program ih late
December of last year, and Johnson was hired in late January. The
transition of coaches was someBY G REG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR
thing that had an effect on his
team, he said .
Murray State football Head
"There are just so many things,"
Coach Denver Johnson's first sea- he said. "I was hired so late. and we
son has seen many positives and were behind on some things. Peonegatives. The regular season ple, by nature, arc resistant to
ended Saturday on a bright note change. Transition is difficult. This
with a victory over Tennessee has been trying at times."
State in Nashville, keeping alive
Johnson said the Racers' biggest
the Racers' slim hopes for a playoff win came over Eastern Tllinois,
bid with a 7-4 record.
who at the time was ninth-ranked
However, the Racers aren't in the in the country.
top 25 in any 1-AA poll, and there
"Certainly Eastern's a better
are only 16 teams in the playoff team than Middle; that was a bigger win for us," he said. "The thing
slate.
"Seven and four is not the season that's probably going to stick out in
we were hoping for," Johnson said. my mind are ·the 10 to 12 plays we
"There are a couple of games I'd didn't make."
At the beginning of the season, a
like to go back and play again;
there are a couple of games I bit of a quarterback controversy
wouldn't want to go back and play ensued, but Johnson picked Uniagain."
versity of Arizona transfer Dan
Johnson said he believes there is Loyd over Josh Allen. Johnson has
very little chance of getting into the stuck with Loyd for the entire seaplayoffs, but he is still keeping his son .
hopes high.
"I didn't have any ambitions that
"'We're 7-4, and our chance of get- Dan was going to be a Mike Cherting into the playoffs are slim," he ry-type player," he said. "I think
said. "Strange things happen, Dan Loyd's best days are ahead of
though."
him."
A part of the offense that John.Johnson said that a lot of work
son believes is lacking is the offen- and recruiting lies ahead for the
sive line.•Johnson said the program football program .
"If we went.. out today and started
is going to focus on offensive line
recruitment in the ofT-season.
spring practice,'' he said, ''we would
"We've got to get busy recruiting have a heck of a time fielding a
on the offense again," he :-;aid. "The team.''

College basketball going way of fast food
In last week's column, I mentioned some changes that ur·c
occurring in college basketball.
This ,.,·eek, I want to expand on
those changes.
1 labeled the end of my column "Ch-ch-ch changP!'" <David
Bowie reference, for those who
don't understand I. I l seems
that college basketball is again
going the way of fast-food
restaurants, or :\1cDonaldizution, which is from a Sociology
class I had last spring.
I don't remember that class
too much, but I had lo read n
book called "The l\kDonaldlzation of Socict.r," wh ich ;;hows

GREG
STARK

how society IS becoming more of
a prncc:-s.
College basketball , before
telc\'is ion discovered iI and
started showing it to nll of us
faithful fani': out he n• in the
middle of nowhere. wa s the

way it wa s meant to be played.
You dribble the ball down the
floor, pass it around a few
times, actually be patient and
shoot. Basketball was .strategic
that way.
The final s cores of games
were in the 40s nnd 50s,
in~tcad of the 80s, 90s or lOOs.
College basketball hos, like
other things, gone by the wayside. Now wt• have players
playing with a ·W-second shot
clock, n t.hrce-point line. 30-second limeouL'i a nd God forbid,
10-rninute quarters.
In other words. watching col·
lege bn:->kcthull nowadays is

like eating at ~1c0onald's. You
can gel your food in a quick
fashion, and you can get your
college basketball in fast-break
style.
Even though I have respect
for many of collHge's successful
coaches (Bob Knight, Bobby
Cremins, Mike Kryzewski, etc.J
I have respect for lesser-known
coaches s uch os Herb Sendek.
Sendek was u former assistant
to Rick Pitino at the University
of Kentucky. but he didn't take
Pitino's philosophy when he
advanced to lhc head coaching
r·anks. lie is curn·ntly using a
slow-down.
back-cutting

offense at North Carolina
State, which keeps speed and
~cores down . They recently lost
to Princeton, which uses a similar philosophy instilled by former coach Pete Carril, 38-36.
Many teams, such as Murray
State, may not be successful
with such an offense because
they have great athletic ability.
If a team has quickness and
athletic ability, they have every
right to flaunt it, instead of
compromising it for a slowdown offense.
Orf'g Starh is the Spflrls cditnr
o(The Murray State News.
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Accusations
made at USC

Huntin'

BY BEN BERKO WITZ
DAILY TROI AN

U. SOUTHERN CALIFORN IA

Selh Dixon/ The News
M~rk Bilyeu, senior from Hopkinsville,
thes weekend thro ughout the region.

~unts

for ducks last week. Duck season ope ns again

MSU contributor Wells dies
"Murray State University was•
the primary interest in Mr.
Wells' life," said Sid Easley,
Murray State UniChairman of the Board of
versity was the priRegents. "He loved the Universimary interest in
ty, the students and teaching.
Wells' niece, Murray resident
Mr. Wells' life.
Olivia Marshall, said despite his
BY EDDIE GRANT
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDfTOit
retirement he remained active
with
University affairs. She said
--sm E.&slzr, CJ~AJRMAN,
Auburn J .Wells, former profeshe
was
the one who lobbied for
BoARD OJ' REGEJn'S
sor of Murray State, died last
Racer Arena to be called Carlisle
Saturday from a year-long illCutchin Arena. His efforts were
ness.
rewarded when the University
A native of McCracken County,
in Political Science from the Uni- named the playing surface Racer
We1ls invested much time in the
Arena, and the building Carlisle
versity of Kentucky.
University, and the in the city of
Cutchin l<~ieldhouse.
In 1938, Wells became the
Murray as a whole.
Wells is survived by his brothprincipal
of Athen s School, a
Wells lettered in three sports
er
Voris Wells, and several
when he attended Murray State position which he held until
and nephews.
nieces
from 1924 to 1929. Upon gradu- 1946. He then returned to the
He was preceded in death by a
ating he became a coach and University where he taught, and
sister
and five brothers, and his
served
as
the
Chair
of
the
Polititeacher at Athens School in
parents
Victol' C. anti Witlie
cal
Science
department
until
his
Fayette County. At the same, he
retirement
in
1972.
.
Tarry
Wells.
worked toward a master's degree

•Death: Former political
science professor and Murray State athlete Auburn J.
Wells died following a year· ·
long bout with illness.
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tU-WIRE> LOS ANGELES- An investigative subcommittee of the Provost's Ath letic
Oversight Committee is looking into allegations that athletes offered a tutor money to
write papers in the spring 1997 semester.
According to a report in Tuesday's Los Angeles Times, former tutor Stephanie Babcock
alleged that 10 athletes, including two football
players, allegedly offered her between $200 to
$500 to write anthropology papers for them.
The investigative committee was convened
in September, after allegations surfaced in a
memo on Sept. 2 by the director of Learning
Support in Student Athlete Academic Ser-·
vices, Dr. Christopher Cairney, about improprieties in SAAS. He was put on leave Sept. 8
for unrelated reasons, and is still on paid
leave.
Cairney has been interviewed by the committee twice since he made his claims. Tutor
Noel Looney, who wrote a memo of support for
Cairney, has been interviewed eight times.
The Times article said the committee has also
interviewed approximately 50 other people,
including tutors from SAAS, athletic department staff and other athletes.
The committee, which was unaware of Babcock until the Times article, interviewed her
by phone Tuesday. University general counsel

Todd Dickey, who is part of the committee
said as of now, the committee is talking t~
"anybody who has any information." However,
he also said that the primary focus of the
investigation is on tutors and tutor supervisors. At press time, Babcock was unavailable
for comment.
Cairney said that Babcock, who is a~
anthropoloJQ' major, worked with "five or six of
the most at-risk Mrican-American athletes."
He also said Babcock reported the incidents to
him, but that he did not tell the committee
about her comments when he appeared before
it. Last Friday, Looney resigned from his tutor
position at SAAS.
"I was not comfortable working with Janice
(Henry) in there," he said. Janice Henry is the
assistant director of SAAS and the academic
counselor for football. She has been accused by
Cairney, Looney and other SAAS tutors of
improper behavior. In 1996, she went on leave
for six weeks after a university investigation
into a class, CTSE 301, that she allegedly
packed with athletes.
The class had 40 students, 30 of whom were
athletes. All but one received an A. Henry was
accused of pushing people to take the class
because it was supposedly easy to pass.
In March 1996, she took leave for what she
said were personal reasons. Professor Vernon
Broussard, who taught CTSE 301, has since
retired, and the class is no longer offered.

Men's basketball inks two
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State men's 1:5asketball team
has signed two high schoolers from the Volunteer State.
Justin Burdine, a 6-2, 175-pound guard from
Hardin County High School in Savannah,
Tenn., signed with the Racers on Monday.
Burdine averaged 2l.l.points per game last
season uajunior. Bur.dine also received ofTen
from Arkansas State, Arkansas-Little Rock,

New Orleans, East Tennessee State and Tennessee-Martin .
The Racers also signed Travis Stinnett, a 60 point-guard from Alcoa, Tenn. Stinnett
turned down offers from East Tennessee State
and Davidson.
Marlon Towns, a 6-4 swingman from Memphis, may commit to the Racers this week.
Towns, who originally sibrned with Arkansas
coming out of high schoofl is at a junior college
in OlC!iltoma. The Racers are also looking•at
Miric Lopatka, a 7-0 center from Poland.
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Get involved in
Senate & UCB

The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
Would like to con.~ratulate
the winners o.f!. ~n 8-ball
1st place... William Treadway I TraVis Mangold
Runner up... Jason PU~hre! 1Tony Peidon
Thanks to everyone w:ho participated.
Also, thanl<ft~e ollowing businesses
for helping u~tfn aJCe A~n 8-ball a success
~
~

Arby'j
August Moon
Domino's
Dumpllns
Fsyes

McDonslds
Mr. Gattis
The Or:lglnsl Gold Gallery
Uni versity Store
Video Gold
YMCA

Sports
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Deal with ReaiAudio gives
Racers Internet exposure
Bv EDDIE GRANT

Conned to the Racers

ASSISTANT SPoaTS EOITOII

,
1

•Go to mursuky.edu

"Mayes gets the ball at the
top of the key ... he turns,
shoots, the three point shot is
good! Racers win! Racers
win!"
Those of you who are used
to hearing sentences like
these on the radio, are now
able to hear them via you personal computer. The Murray
State athletic department
announced this week that all
Racer sporting events are now
being broadcast on the internet due to a deal with
RealAudio.
This news is just one part of
a total reconstruction of Racer
athletics' presence on the Web
that is currently underway.
Assistant Athletic Director
Tab Brockman said the
department is revamping the
Racer Athletics web site, a
process he hopes will be completed soon.
Brockman also said that
RealAudio, an Internet-based
company, which also broadcasts professional sporting
events, will broadcast the signal on the Internet.
..It
very simple. All they
will do is receive the signal

is

•Click on athletics
• CBck on live broadcasts
Note: if you do not have

ReaiAudio installed on your
PC, YQU wUI have to download
it at ReaJAudio's website
(W'NW.realaudio.com) free,

made by WBLN and play it
through the murraystate.edu,
athletics web site," Brockman
said.
He noted that the addition of
the live sports broadcasts will
be a boost across the board.
"This will be good not only
for student, but for alumni and
players' families, Brockman
said. "This way they can now
hear the Racers' games from
anywhere around the globe."
This season's basketball
games and coaches shows will
be broadcast now, but Brockman said that all Racer sports
that get radio exposure will be
carried via the 'Net as well.
Your next chance to experience the Racers on the 'Net
comes Nov. 24 when they take
on Belmont University at
Racer Arena.

Ohio Stat e a t
Michigan

Yickett' s /)icl~s

One of football's oldest and
most fiercely competitive rivalries will be renewed Saturday
when the Buckeyes and
Wolverines lock horns in Ann
Arbor. Michigan has captured
the top spot in the Associated
Press poll behind solid victories
over the likes of Colorado,
Iowa, Michigan St., Notre
Dame and Penn St. Brian
Griese leads the Wolverines at
the quarterback position.
The passing game has been
the most impressive aspect of
the Wolverines this year, however the rushing of running
back Chris Howard might be
the key to Michigan's success.
If the Wolverines offense fails,
the defense could possibly pick
up the slack.
The defense has been impressive holding Colorado to three
points and holding Penn St. to
a mere eight points earlier this
season. The Buckeyes' national
championship hopes were
crushed by a defeat to Penn St.
earlier this year. The previous
two seasons, an undefeAted
Ohio St. wae upset by a less talented Michigan squad.
Yickett's Pick- Michigan 23
Ohio St. 20

j ASON YATES

N.Y. Giants at
Washington

Serving Me~ican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
B H
11 m Midni • ht

0

•

.

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray

901-247-5798
no minors after 9:30 .m.

-NFL-

Dallas IS
NEW ENGLAND 16
PH ILADELPHIA 7
Buffalo 10
Indianapolis 1'4
• NY JETS 20
Arizona 13
CHICAGO 10
ATLANTA 16
San Diego 14
Carolina 14
Kansas City 20
CINCINNATI 17
Oakland 17

Christianity's biggest
competition is stiU
the Lions•

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Before you sit down for an afternoon with the Uons,
Bears, Dolphins, Rams, Cowboys or Vikings, come
spend an hour with some Christians in the love,
worship and fellowship of Jesus Christ.
The Episcopal Church

Glendale at Whltnell

753-4175

Judicial Board
Room
day,
•

t 2-Month

Personalized
Full Color Photo calendars
cxclusil:ely from ...

G..liP.!PluS

1301 Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

(502) 753-7117

Bring us 12 of your favorite
f amily photos, and we'll
print up a large 11" x 171'
calendar j ust for your
Now you can havt- a one-of-a-kind
personalizt."CC calendar print~ ftlr you
and your family to enjoy. Each photo
bt.'COme a giant 8" x 10" col0r print un a
la rge 11" x 17" ready-to-hang calendar.
Make$ a fa bulo~ Chrbtma~ gtft that
last~ all year long.

Attention Reside_ntiCII Colle
IFC will be having
informational sessions
1;egarding
during the
week
c. 1- 5.
All meetings will be held in the residential
colleges. Look for times poste
ut
your college soon. ~,.~.mt
*Pre-registration for Spring RUSH Is required.*
I

KENTUCKY 31
ARKANSAS 13
Georgia 17
Alabama 16
Florida St. 23
Minnesota 14
W isconsin 20
INDIANA6
SOUTH CARO LINA 18
West Virginia 14
WASHINGTO N 23·
usc 24
California 17
PITTSBURGH 12

'

-

;

Tennessee 37
Mississippi St. 23
O LE MISS 20
AUBURN 35
FLORIDA 27
IOWA 4 1
PENN ST. 34
Purdue 24
Clemson 30
NOTRE DAME 24
Washington St. 3 I
Ucla 45
STANFORD 2 1
Virginia Tech 28

2000 years later,

Why nol visit us prior
lo having your next
prescription filled and compare.
Simply compare.
Remember...
...~-- We'll Ntver Throw You A Curve!

.•
•

-COLLEGE·

It is hard to believe that after
12 weeks of the NFL s~ason
that the Giants are leading the
NFC East. New Head Coach
Jim Fassel has done a remarkable job of turning around a
dormant Giant team from the
past couple years. Danny Kannell has done yeoman's work
filling in for Dave Brown in the
quarterback position, but the
amazing fact about the Giants
is they are getting the job done
with previously unknown players such as fullback Charles
Way. The Giants hold a one- GREEN BAY 24
game advantage over the Dal- Miami 23
las Cowboys and their oppo- Pittsburgh 28
nent this week, the Washing- TEN NESSEE 24
ton Redskins. The Redskins DETRO IT 31
h ave running back Terry Allen
back in the fold after he was Minnesota 27
out with an injury. Washington BALTIMORE 21
likes to play the ball control, Tampa Bay 20
eat the clock up, type of offense New Orleans 17
which can destroy the morale of SAN FRANCISCO 27
an opposing team. The Redskins need this game for their ST.LOUIS 19
SEATTLE 24
playoff hopes.
Yickett's P ick- Washington Jacksonville 3 I
20 NY Giants 14
DENVER 28

Don't Swing At A Bad Pitch•

., .. .~lf':n

Puryear
Sor

N ovember 21 , 1997

Wolverines to defeat Buckeyes

1316 APf)Lt CAtt

·~

T he' Murray State News

St. John's Episcopal Church
1610 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.

C0ngrats Miss MSU Contestants!
Chelsea Anderson
Laura Bohanon
Angie Butler
Sarah Clark
Kris Crichton
Christy Dowell
Elizabeth Fryer
Danielle Glover
Heather Howell
Megan Kelly
Elana Kornegay
Elaine Ratliff
Tori Squires
Kristin VVessel
Sarah VVight
Alternates: Jennifer Gibson, Kiley Newell, Rainey Rafferty,
Paige Ruoff, Christy Sivia, leslie Shaw

The. Mumay State News
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November 21 , IH7

HOURS

·Monday - Thursday: 1 o a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday - sa~urday: 1 o a.m. - 7 p.m.
sunday: 1 - 5 p.m.

LOCATED NEXT TO
TERRAPIN STATION AT
THE BEL AI SHOP lNG CEJITER
·For All Your computer Needs
• custom Built Systems

• Upgrade Systems • Full Line of computer
Hardware
& computer Accesssories

e se

s

p r

inte

,

n, N64,
a ene 's,

~inte

, G me. ear and Gameboy
Game , Game Units and Accessories
MSU students Receive t oevo Off All Purchases.
MSU I.D. Required.

759-8393
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